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prise open the lid a little more on police racism and corruption.
The Inquiry has blasted away the white-washing 'review' by a

senior London Detective Chief Superintendent Barker, which
concluded that the investigation into Stephen's racist murdcr
was almost faultless. That was described by the Inquiry chair-
man Sir 'Iíilliam Macpherson as "indefensible" while he

denounced Barker's evidence as "not credible". The Inquiry
has also revealed much more than the highly critical report by
Kent police. That pointed to a combination of mistakes and
incompetence by the Lawrence investigation officers but ruled
out either racism or corruption..What 

has emerged at the Inquiry is more than a simple cata-
logue of errors, though they abound, but evidence which points
not only to the racism of a few individual police officers but to
the institutionalised racism within the Metropolitan Police force
as a whole. Further, the revelations of links between some police
officers involved in the investigation and serious criminals open
up wider questions about the depth of corruption within the
Met. Unfortunatel¡ those in charge of the Inquiry have chosen
not to pursue these issues and so, despite the best endeavours
of the Lawrence family lawyers, many questions remain unan-
swered.

It is clear that the police investigation team chose to sit on
information it was given in the 48 hours following Stephen's
murder allowing vital evidence to be destroyed. A failure to
share intelligence and a woeful lack of resources also hindered
the investigation. But where does incompetence end and racism
begin? Perhaps the fact that 70 black people died in police or
prison custody between 1987 ard 1995 helps to reveal the
racism endemic within the police. From the very beginning
racism polluted the investigation. The attitude of the police was
one of suspicion about Stephen and his friend Duwayne, a prod-
uct of racial stereotyping of young black men. Neville and
Doreen Lawrence were regarded as trouble-makers rather than
grieving parents outrâged at the lack of progress with the inves-
tigation. The Deputy Assistant Commissioner in south-east
London at the time of Stephen's death was David Osland, now
a Tory councillor in Croydon, south London. He wrote to
Metropolitan Police Commissioner Paul Condon in 1993: " Our
patience is wearing thin with the Lawrence family. " Last
December he criticised Neville Lawrence for his allegations of
police racism and wrote in a local newspaper: "my advice to
the officers concerned would be to consider legal action " .

In the light of such statements, and the fact that Stephen's
killers are still free, the belated apology made to the Lawrence
family at the Inquiry on behalf of Condon is next to meaning-

less. The five racists forced to attend the Inquiry mocked it with
their perjured ânswers and taunted the campaigners outside.
Incredibly the police responded by using CS gas on the protest-
ers and protecting the racists - hardly evidence of a change of
heart or learning lessons. And in blaming the Lawrence family
solicitor, Imran Khan, for hampering the investigation the police
demonstrate that they refuse, even after all that has been
revealed, to accept responsibility for their failure to bring
Stephen's killers to justice.

The successes achieved through the Inquiry would not have
been won without the persistence of Stephen's parents and the
campaign built around his death. Those running the Inquiry
undoubtedly felt pressure from a large section of the public
indignant at police inaction. llithout the presence of the public
in the gallery and the wider dissatisfaction outside it is unlikely
that the lawyers would have got as far as they did. And with-
out the continuation of the campaigning the successes to date
can be lost. If any changes are to be made it will be down to
mass pressure from those determined to defeat racism in all its
forms, whether openly racist knife-wielding thugs or dressed
up in official clothing.

A recent survey for BBC Newsroom South East revealed that
as many as 48"/" of Londoners have lost confidence in the police
because of this case. One in seven people surveyed had no trust
in the police at all, with the figure doubling among Black
Londoners. There is an incredible awareness of the case, with
9t7" of those surveyed knowing about it. Three-quarters of
those asked believed that the Inquiry had exposed deficiencies in
Metropolitan Police procedures. These results in themselves are
testimony to the successes of the Lawrence family and their
lawyers.

All over Britain people have expressed their outrâge at the
revelations at the Lawrence Inquiry. Grass-roots campaigns
against racism can win support and anyone involved in the law
who wants to make a difference should get involved. Not every
lawyer will have the privilege to participate in something as

important as the Lawrence Inquiry but just as vital is building
the wider campaign. There is talk of a national demonstration
being called for the Autumn. Such a step is welcome and every-
body concerned about defeating racism should attend.

In September the second part of the Inquiry begins in which
submissions will be taken from other interested persons. The
catalogue of complaints, distrust and yet more evidence of police
racism will continue. If Jack Straw and the government want to
show their commitment to tâckling police racism and corruption
they can begin by sacking Condon and all those officers respon-
sible for the outrageously inadequate Stephen Lawrence mur-
der investigation. They can also change the ludicrous way in
which complaints against the police are handled by the police
themselves. An open and democratically accountable proce-
dure for investigating allegations of police misconduct is an
essential first step.
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SINCE Lord lrvine made his first announcement about legal aid
reform in October last year, we have been inundated with rumour
and speculation. There is real cause to doubt that legal aid has
much of a future as a welfare service. These legal aid reforms
favour the rich at the expense of the poor.

Gonditional fees
The big proposal that came quite out of the blue last October is
that most civil claims should not have legal aid available at all any
more: the only ones that would keep legal aid are where some-
thing is being claimed apart from damages (eg: an injunction, or
judicial review). lnstead, says the government, people will be able
to use "no-win-no-fee" arrangements. That is, you find a lawyer
who is willing to back your case on the basis that they are not
paid if you lose but, if you win, you payto the lawyer a chunk of
your winnings or damages. The government says no-one with a
deserving case will lose out, but that this proposal will increase
access to the courts for people who are not eligible for legal aid.
I would like to make a few general points.

Lawyers will not take on cases unless they have a really high
chance of winning - so the really deserving cases (an ordinary per-
son against the might of a powerful authority which has abused
its power or denied basic rights) will not get lawyers to act,
because how can anyone be confident that the small person's
evidence will be able to stand up against that might. Aga¡n, if
the law is uncertain, few lawyers will be able to afford to risk
running an expensive argument which they might lose, no mat-
ter how ¡mportant the issues at stake nor that the law should be
clarified.

Difficult cases will still be fought, but by the wealthy who don't
need conditional fees. Legal principle will be developed only by
the cases of the wealthy, and you can be sure itwill be in ways
that will be in their interests. When a person of moderate means
sues a company, and the company offers damages far less than
they would get if they won in court, will that person get objective
advice from their lawyer? From a lawyer who will be paid some-
thing if the offer is accepted, no matter how derisory, but risks
gett¡ng nothing if the case is pursued?

It seems from experience of some types of cases that
Conditional Fee Agreements (CFAs) will not work for cases that
are not likely to win quite large amounts of money ( tens of thou-
sands) - so, once again, the poor person, whose cla¡m is rarely
valued high (no matter how much they have suffered), loses.

How does a lawyer decide what the prospects of success in a
case are? That can involve a lot of work in itself, gathering evi-
dence, researching the law, and so on. How is that to be paid for?

I fear that much of the highest quality work that lawyers do will
be lost - researching, digging and delving, taking on authority
against the odds, sometimes winning and sometimes losing.

Another problem is that if you lose a case and don't have legal
aid, you end up paying the other sides costs. For most people this
is a sufficient deterrent in itself to prevent them from litigating.
They could insure themselves to cover this, but how is a person
on income support supposed to pay an insurance premium that
could be hundreds or thousands of pounds? These are all argu-
ments that the government has failed to answer. Lawyers have
been accused ofwhingeing. The government has suggested that
lawyers should bear the costs of insurance premiums and the
costs of investigation, as well as not being paid for losing cases.
This is a burden that most legal aid firms simply could not bear.
They would go under within months. lt is like saying that GPs
should pay the surgeons' fees for exploratory surgery!

The government has said that these proposals are designed
to create a level playing field for all litigants regardless of their
means. lf the middle classes cannot get legal aid, why should
the poor? But this ignores the political reality. There can be no
level playing field in society as it is presently structured. Many of
the types of cases for which legal aid is granted are the almost
exclusive preserve of the poor. Middle income people do not gen-

erally live in rented housing in poor repair, do not get unlawfully
evicted by their landlords, do not get stopped and searched ran-
domly by police or beaten up in police stations, nor are they wholly
dependent on social security benefits. All these situat¡ons arise
out of the political and economic disparities in our society.

This comes to the political heart of this debate. lt must be
the proper role of the law and lawyers to help to redress these

imbalances between rich and poor, and if this means providing
legal resources disproportionately to the benefit of the poor then
this does not seem out of place from a government that, even if
it does not claim to be socialist, was elected on a manifesto of
social justice.

Merits test
The next big proposal for legal aid by the Lord Chancellor was that
no cases would be supported unless they had at least a 75%
chance of success. And lawyers who get it wrong will be stopped
from doing legal aid work. He said that too many poor cases are
fought, though he has produced no evidence in support of this.
He said that no private litigant would go ahead with a less than
75% chance of success but, if that were true, you would never
have contested litigation - both sides cannot have a75% chance!
The truth is that even with the best efforts of lawyers to predict
the outcome, law, like life, is inherently unpredictable. lt is true
that some cases are so startlingly clear that you can give pretty
accurate predictions. But many cases depend on the evidence
of witnesses, who will be cross-examined. You just don't know
how the evidence will turn out at the trial. And in judicial review
cases, the challenge is often based on law that is itself uncertain
or on judgments about the exercise of a public discretion. ln the
very nature ofthe case, you cannot be certain as to prospects
of success and rarely can you predict a chance as hish as 75o/o.

Any lawyer will tell you that where you are in the hands of judges

whose abilities, politics and preferences vary enormously, you can
expect wholly different outcomes depending on which judge you
get. The only result of imposing a 75% success requirement is that
lawyers will take only the easiest and most obvious of cases.
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Working for the poor will now involve cherry-picking for the winners
and rejecting everyone else, taking huge financial risks and investing
large amounts of money up-front. lt's hard to see how any solicitorsÌ
firm that is committed to legal aid can surv¡ve. The only ones which can
take these risks are those that don't actually rely on legal aid, that have
a massive commercial eng¡ne, and whose whole þusiness culture is to
take on those cases that will maximise their profits. So, whereas the Lord
Chancellor has said that he wants to put an end to fat cat lawyers milk-
ing the public purse, his proposals are likely to drive out of business all
but the fat cat lawyers.

Government rhetoric
Whatever ¡s intended for the future, it is my view that the government
has launched an attack on a major plank of the welfare state using false
and cheap rhetoric. The Lord Chancellor said that the civil legal aid bill is
spiralling out of control. ln fact the bill has spent at or under target in
the last 3 years, and other changes in administration of legal aid are set
to reduce the bill even further.

Both Lord lrvine and his department's Parliamentary spokesperson
Geoff Hoon have stated as one ofthe rationales oftheir proposals that
9Oo/o of the civil legal aid bill is spent on lawyers. When you think about
it, this is an extraordinary statement which exploits perceptions of
lawyers' wealth, but which in fact contains no possible justification for
reducing the budget. What should the civil legal aid fund be spent on if not
on those that provide the services? I would have thought that the con-
centration of the expenditure on those who provide the service was a sign
of a lean system.

The background against which these proposals have been set by lrvine
is that of the "fat cat" lawyers who abuse the legal aid scheme. Again,
this is a cheap attack on the least fat cats of the legal profession, who
have given up the much larger salaries of commercial legal practice in
order to devote themselves to legal aid. Moreover, many legal aid lawyers
devote significant energ¡es to providing free services (such as county
court duty solicitor schemes). lt is the privately paid lawyers who are the
true "fat cats".

Legal Aid Gontracts
The third big reforrñ planned by the government is that legal aid (both
civil and criminal) should be delivered entirely by firms which have con-
tracts with the Legal Aid Board. This is actually the Tory programme for
legal aid, virtually unchanged. lt was surprising that Lord lrvine went for
this, since only one year previously he had expressed grave reservations
about contracts for legal aid. lt is not yet clear how this proposal will be
developed, except that it is clear that the government wants to do it
quickly. This is an issue that requires detailed consideration. Not every-
thing about contracting is necessarily bad, but it clearly leaves the door
open to various risks: that contracts would go to the cheapest ratherthan
the best lawyers (lrvine's particular concern the previous year); that
extreme price controls could relegate legal aid to a ghetto service; and, in
particular, that it could give the government enormous control over who
does legal aid work, what they do and how they do it, thus posing a poten-
tially devastating and highly dangerous threat to lawyers' independence.
Gommunity legal service
The final piece of the legal aid reform jigsaw was the idea of a commu-
nity legal service. The idea was then, and still is (as far as I can tell),
unformed. Lord lrvine said: "The principle aim.will be to help people
decide if their problem is really a legal one and, if it is not, to point them
in the right direction for appropriate help". There was precious little then
or since about what people do if they decide that their problem is a legal
one. You can't cut out of legal aid many tens of thousands of cases and
pretend to replace it with a few hundred law and advice centres. Even if
you had a law centre in every town centre, it could not possibly be enough.
The community legal service could be a marvellous and long-awaited
development, but I am yet to be convinced that what the government
presently has in mind will be little more than populist window dressing to
conceal real and hefty cuts in legal aid.

Wherc now
They have talked about keeping legal aid for "public interest" cases. But
what are those cases? How much money will be available? Will it just be
a few test cases per year? And if the government has pulled back on
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some of its original proposals, how are they going to achieve the savings
that they want to achieve. I understand at least f120 million must be
saved over the next three years in order to comply with Treasury stric-
tures, and some reliable reports say more like f,300 million. Even if the
government does pull back, cuts will bite hard sooner rather than later -
and the government is going to have to find some means of doing it.

ln approaching this issue and deciding how to respond it is vital that all
those who can contribute to debates about the future of legal aid do so
from an informed basis. What is at stake is too important to trivialised
with cheap rhetoric about greedy lawyers. We are talking about justice,
and the difference between power going unchecked or not. This debate
involves everyone, not just lawyers - it involves MPs, constituency organ-
isations, community groups, trade unions and the public at large.

Everyone agrees that there is a lot wrong with the legal aid system:
there is waste, but also under-funding; there is incompetence and inade-
quate quality control; and there are many fundamental flaws in a system
qf public service that is conceived to operate entirely through small busi-
nesses. Many of those small businesses have worked wonders to use the
system to best effect, but it is not how you would design it if starting from
scratch.

It is vital to put together thoughtout proposals for the reform of legal
aid. The discussion about the community legal service may form the heart
of that. "Community legal service" can mean many different things, and
that is why the concept could be highly dangerous if conceived wrongly. To
my mind, a community legal service means a legal service that it is forthe
community, ie: is appropriate to and responsive to the needs of the com-
munity. That means that it will differ from one area to the next and that
it must be close to the community and accountable to it. The agencies
delivering legal services must be accessible - not just physically, but offer-
ing the sorts of skills and resources that enable people to use the law
to greatest advantage.

A CLS must be committed to redressing the imbalances in power
mentioned already. Therefore, it must work on issues that go to the roots
of power relations - not just individual cases but also strateg¡c work aimed
at changing unfair policies or practices, or preventing institutional injustice
and oppression, or helping ordinary people to participate in and influence
decisions that affect them. lt must also provide people with education
and information so that they are better equipped to manage their own
affairs and are less likely to be taken advantage of. lt must be capable
of providing the full range of skills that people need - high calibre lawyers
and advisers, negotiators, community workers, specialists and experts,
and representation in courts or tribunals where that is needed.

A place for private practice?
ln the long run there is no benefit in legal aid services being run through
private practice. lf those providing community legal services are to be able
to make sensitive judgments about needs and priorities, it is better that
they should be free to do so without regard to the imperatives of a small
business to make profit. Lawyers and others providing legal services
should be paid at a level commensurate with their skills and responsibil-
ities, the legal service must be properly and securely resourced, There
should be a proper career structure so that skilled and experienced peo-
ple are retained in public service.

Whatever the future holds, there should be no cuts to legal aid unless
and until a real and wholly adequate alternative exists. This means that
all those interested in a community legal service must be really astute
to detect what lies behind any developments at present. No-one must
allow themselves to be used as a stalking horse.

Many of the issues about the future are controversial, and there may
be diverse views. However, there will be unanimity about the vital need for
good publicly funded legal services in a democratic society, and about the
politlcal nature of the current attack on legal aid. We share a horror of a
society in which the poorest and most oppressed and vulnerable are left
powerless in the face of government, the police, big business'and all
those that benefit from keeping people down. We must build on that
unanimity, and the Haldane Society proposes to co-ordinate dìscussions
about the future, involving legal aid practitioners, law centres, advice
agencies, specialist rights groups, trade unions, etc, working towards a
un¡ted strategy for the future of legal services based on fundamental prin-
ciples of justice and democracy.
I Kate Mad<us is a barister at Doughty Strcet Ghambers
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I was privileged to train as a solicitor in a law centre from 1974
to 1976.

I was joining a great debate on legal services, conducted with
passion and commitment. Those taking part were consumers, ten-
ants, trade unionists as well as lawyers. We were sharing a vision
for the first time in this country of how everyone, rich or poor,
might enforce their rights. lt was a defining moment - when the dis
course on legal services shifted away from being about lawyers
and for the first time was about what happened in the commu-
nity.

The 1949 Legal Aid Act, born in the post-war Labour
Parliament, embodied the first real vision. "People of small or
moderate means" would be granted a legal aid certificate, with
which they might instruct a private solicitor to take up a civil case
on their behalf .

The scheme lives on today, almost unchanged. The intention
in 1949 was excellent. The Government could not see any proÞ
lems in the Act achieving its desired aims. The Attorney General
did note a severe shortage of both solicitors and barristers, but
obviously assumed that the market would provide.

Litigation would not be undertaken lightly, because Area
Committees would be established, consisting of the worthy gen-
tlemen who would apply a merits test on the grant of legal aid. The
Act was therefore non{ontentious. A Tory called it, "a cornerstone
to the security of the little man". The Labour member for Merthyr
Tydfil called it, "a sound foundation for a structure which will be
built upon it as occasion calls". Even the communist Gallacher
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said grudgingly, "l am certain that lawyers, with alltheir limitations
- which are manifold - will try to do a good job for those who have
to seek their assistance". (Lawyers were more popular then,
slightly).

Twenty years later, the need for further building was all too
clear. For instance, it was not unusual for tenants to come home
on a Friday afternoon and find their belongings on the pavement
and the locks changed. The problem with the 1949 Act was
access. The common man and woman could not actually find a
lawyer to take a case. There was still a shortage of lawyers, and
low paid legal aid work did not tempt them into public service.

ln 1968 the Fabian Society pamphlet "Justice for All", started
the revolution in legal services which continues today. lt criticised
the 1949 Act for over-estimating the ability of the market to
respond, saying: "lt assumed that the traditional private struc-
ture of the profession was adequate in composition, training, atti-
tudes and customs to provide legal services to the poorest and
worst educated sections of the community". The pamphlet called
for a national network of law centres, which would lift poor com-
munities while invigorating and training the legal profession. lt esti-
mated that the network would cost about 1600,000 per annum.

ln 1970 the first law centre was set up in North Kensington,
justly famed and much studied. lt was a creature of charitable
funding not of central government. Legal services then exploded
outwards. Advice agencies were set up all overthe country.

Many communities simply demanded that they too have a law
centre. ln L972Ine Legal Action Group, embracing lauryers, advice

workers and consumers, started to spread a mass of informa-
tion about rights and welfare law to the private as well as the
public sector. The demand for access to legal r¡ghts was coming
from the left, from the trade unions, and from the very heart of
poor communities. At the same time the huge expansion of higher
education began to cure the shortage of legal aid lawyers. Many
more people from backgrounds of small and moderate means
were now themselves becoming lawyers, and they did not all want
to work in the city or in conveyancing. Over the next 20 years
there was a vast growth in firms which did only legal aid work.
The problem of access that had dogged the first 20 years of legal
aid was conclusively solved. Price and quality were rarely men-
tioned.

Then the Conservatives took over and for 18 years we held
our breath. They cut eligibiliÇ until legal aid became the exclusive
property of the seriously poor. The one big idea of the 1980s was
to set up the Legal Aid Board. Eventually, the Legal Aid Board
took the f¡rst faltering steps towards reform with its franchising
scheme. The scheme at present cannot measure quality of legal
work, The Conservatives had got stuck on franchising because
they had no vision of what excellence might be. The issue of price
has never been seriously addressed.

But meaningful government debate about legal services was
put on hold. And while the vision slept gently through the 1980s,
the market ran wild and the flaws in the market are obv¡ous.
Although there are many excellent firms with a commitment to
legal service, there are too many legal aid firms in a purely com-
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) mercial mould. They are not imbued with a service ethic. Their
object is not to provide a service to people of small or moderate
means, but to use legal aid commercially to maximise their
incomes.

Some are not competent and give a shoddy service. The merits
test has been reduced to a tick box on a form, and offers no con
trol whatsoever, so that cases are run which are of no benefit to
society, and which have little or no chance of success. Some menr
bers of the Bar, too, have þecome complicit in making a living fiom
cases which should not run. The system lends itself to fraud. 50
fìrms are under investigation. One solicitor who pleaded guilty to
fraud at the end of last year had stolen t330,000 by deceptions
involving green forms. No wonder the time is ripe for reform.

And then we got to May 1997. We all breathed out when Labour
won, and waited for the new vision. The New Labour government
has an enormous legal services budget. There are vast numbers
of people now qualified and willing to offer legal services to the
poor. Labour is not in thrall to the legal profession. Politically it has
a free hand. You might expect the first question to be - in the
words of the member for Merthyr Tydfil - what does the occasion
call us to build? How do we deliver on qualityto the consumer, and
on price to the taxpayer? Let us radiate the possibilities to take us
into the new millennium, Let us do it quickly because funds are
short, but let us harness the best that we have produced in legal
services in this country. Let us enlist the honest practitioner in
managing change, however tough.

And what did we get? Abolish civil legal aid for money claims
and let the winning flrms survive. This was the Lord Chancellor's
big idea. Legal Darwinism.

They have had 18 years to come up with this. The Community
Legal Service doesn't even exist on paper yet. But the market
would take care of civil litigants, because the Lord Chancellor
wants it to! The market is the vision! For quality assurance, we
were told that putting the lawyers' fees at stake in a conditional
fee system would make the lawyers produce quality of work. ls that
really so? Or would successful lawyers just pick the clear win-
ners, and leave everyone else to whistle. Not because they are
greedy and cunning, but because that is the force the market
would exert. The insurance industry, if it got involved at all, would
want to drive out the firms with a commitment to access and a
lower success rate. Gresham's law would apply. That too is a
market force.

The proposals together would amount to a huge loss of access
to legal services. Firms doing legal aid work could not shift to
conditional fees on a timescale of months. Once you destroy the
established fìrms with their housing departments, their medical
negligence work, their police actions, you would not replace them
because no government could afford the capital costs or the
human resources that have gone in to building them.

The loss of legal aid for truly private disputes, concerning land,
inheritance and finance arrangements is probably no great con-
cern to most of us. Maybe that is now better dealt with on a free
market basis. But loss of legal ald would make a vast difference
to the position between the private citizen and the state. The con
troversy about whether a person of moderate means would take
such cases is a red herring. Poor people are the ones who are
trashed bythe powerful arm ofthe state. There is as much at
stake for society as a whole as forthe individual. lt must not be
allowed to happen, now or at any time in the future.

The Lord Chancellor says that the lower limit for legal aid on
small claims could be raised to f,5,000 without any significant
impact on litigants. The National Audit office flnds the users of the
small claims system to be very satisfied. Of course it would, if only
the articulate middle classes are using it.

Poor people who suffer illiteracy, disability, low self-esteem or
complete social exclusion are not litigating in person. And he
needs research to tell him about it! ln other words, the senior law
officer in a Labour Government has no idea of how people sur-
vive in poor communities, no grounding in the political struggles of
the labour movement, and a historical awareness most finely
tuned to his wall hangings.

Labour's legal spokesperson Geoff Hoon says he dislikes the
use of public funds to sue the NHS. But why is it þetter to sue
the NHS with an insurance premium than with legal aid? And on
that logic why should anyone be able to sue the police or any hous-
ing authority? They are talking here about a renewed form of
Crown immunity. There is more than a whiff of authoritarianism in
this bit of leftover Tory agenda.

We now need the same burst of creative enerry that fuelled
the 1970s expansion. We need to push the debate out into the
public domain and away from thinking constantly about lawyers.

We do not need and cannot afford a National Legal Service.
The 11,000 private firms doing legal aid work constitute a huge
existing infrastructure, which no government can afford to replace.
Every single precedent available shows us that bulk delivery of
legal services in the public sector is disastrous, with rationing of
supply, low morale, and political interference. Any such service
would be a hostage to the next change of government. Worst of all,
a member of the Bar would undoubtedly be in charge of it.

One lesson we should all have learned from the 1980s is that
as collective action was savagely curtailed, the trade unions under-
mined, and the freedom of protest and assembly taken away, the
emphasis of political struggle simply shifted. lt headed off towards
direct action and towards the struggle for human rights. Both of
these were characterised by ambitious and creative uses of the
law. Think ofthe work done by lawyers to supportthe great strug-
gles of the 1980s, the miners' strike, the Greenham Common

protests, the work of Greenpeace. Think of innovative work done
around the rights of children in care, of prisoners, of mental
patients.

A vital role was played by lawyers who enjoyed the freedom,
both economic and political, to support the causes in which they
believed. Their agenda was not set by Barbara Mills. They could
use the photocopier for political leaflets if they wanted. This does
not mean no change. lt means that we think of ways in which we
can tackle the present abuses and shortcomings of the legal aid
system while preserv¡ng the vital political independence of the
legal profession. The Legal Aid Board itself might be set free,
and become the kind of Legal Services Commission which we
dreamed of in the 1970s, independent from government.

It needs a five year budget, clear criteria and a free hand. lt
needs to recruit and train skilled personnel to manage contract-
ing effectively. lt should set standards and monitor quality of work.
It needs the power and the political direction to be far tougher with
private practice.

Allocation of its resources should be directed by a network of
Regional Legal Services Committees. The LAB acknowledged
very clearly in its 1995 paper "Targeting Need" that the Regional
Committees should build links with user groups and proactively
gather information. These committees should make sure that all
legal service providers are responsive to the needs of their com-
munities. The most important task of the regional LSCs would
be the construction of a Community Legal Service on a mixed
basis, including contracts with franchised private firms, law cen-
tres, advice centres and other stakeholders. Outlets for publicly

"Police conduct has improved, the illegal
eviction of tenants has been halted, and

patient care transformed. These ga¡ns
are not once and for all. lf the effort is not
susta¡ned, we could very eas¡ly revert to

our position 20 years ago"

funded legal services should be permitted only where the
Regional Committees identify a need for that kind of work. The
Community Legal Service should introduce a new system of low
budget "small claims aid" available to all small claims plaintiffs
and defendants with physical or mental disability, literacy or lan-
guage problems, irrespective of means. For efficiency and qual-
ity assurance we need to build on what the LAB has achieved with
franchising,

Quality measures must include a new system of peer review for
publicly funded legal work. lt is not acceptable that we waste
money on hopeless cases, or lose good cases because of shoddy
work. lt is right to look at monitoring the merits test and paying
for work on a basis that reflects appropriate success rates in dif-
ferent areas of work, say 95% for housing disrepair, 60% for police
actions and 35% for Judicial Review. Firms and agencies which
achieve lower rates should be subject to progressive reductions in
payment for lost cases. lt is t¡me for the legal profession to join the
rest of the business world and accept the importance of good
training and management.

We must demand that the private sector is subject to detailed
specifications for quality assurance that will begin to make a real
impact on success rates, efficiency and value for money. The gov-

ernment need notgo broke doing any of this. The civil legal aid
budget is stab¡lising very fast. The reforms in 1994 which cut the
rates for cases that were lost are still working their way through
the system. They gave firms a perfectly clear stake in achieving

success. Contracting has been clearly signalled for crime and farn
ily work. There are savings to be made here if the work can be con-
centrated in the hands of the larger and more efficient firms.

It would involve a degree of exclusivity, to guarantee firms
enough work to make real impacts with economies of scale. You
do not need, and should not seek competition on price. Set a price
and make us compete on quality. There may well be enough
money saved from the swollen budgets of crime and family work,
to look at some extensions of legal aid, still with¡n budget.
lnquests would be the very first such priority. The ordinary man
and woman have been enforclng their r¡ghts with increasing vigour
over the last 25 years. Police conduct has improved, the illegal
eviction of tenants has been halted, and patient care transformed.
These gains are not once and for all. lf the effort is not sustained,
we could very easily revert to our position 20 years ago.

The European Convention was born from the catastrophe of
state powerthatwent unchecked. A strong and independent legal
profession is actually part of what holds state power within
bounds. EP Thompson, in "Writing by Candlelight" said: "One way
of reading our history is as an immensely protracted contest to
subject the nation's rulers to the rule of law" Let us not end that
struggle in surrender. Clients need lawyers who are flexible, avail-
able, who can choose to give time and resources, at low fee or
no fee. Let there be permanent, guaranteed legal aid for all legal
disputes with the state, so that independent lawyers remain this
vital resource for those in struggle.
I Jane l{ickman is a partner at Hickman.Rose
solicitors.
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by SADIQ KHAN

any of the current public interest definitions. Such cases raise
extremely difficult issues of liability as they involve challenging
the company's Health and Safety policy. This includes employing
an expert and very substantial discovery running to thousands
and thousands of pages of documents. EstablishinÉ liability
depends on attacking the Health and Safety policy and is not a
straightforward issue of negligence. lt may well be that these
cases do not satisfy the public interest definition nor would be
funded by insurance companies under a conditional fee arrange-
ment.

Civil actions against the police is another area which to most
of us clearly is public interest litigation but on the "public inter-
est" definition may not qualifl for legal aid. One of the problems
is that with most caèès it is difficult to predict at the outset
whether they will serve as a precedent. Our firm acted for a man
of Chinese origin called Kenneth Hsu. Mr Hsu had a civil dispute
with his ex-tenant. Four police officers from Streatham police
station decided to wrongfully arrest Mr. Hsu, racially abuse him,
assault him, put him in a neck hold, throw him in a police van,
assault him again in the police van and take him to Streatham
police station before deciding to release him without charging
him.

Mr. Hsu came to our firm seeking help. Like many other clients
his primary aim was not to obtain compensation but to obtain
accountability and redress. He did not tell us that he had a pub-
lic interest case or seek to set a precedent in law. His case
involved his word against the word of a number of police officers
and a white lay witness. English is not Mr. Hsu's first language
and the success of his case depended upon what thejury would
think of his evidence against the evidence of the police officers
and ex-tenant. Ultimately, a jury at Central London County Court

found in favour of Mr. Hsu and decided to award him f20,000
compensation and 12O0,O00 aggravated and exemplary dam-
ages in light of the conduct of the police officers. However, the
police appealed against this decision and the Court of Appeal
decided to reduce Mr. Hsu's damages and at the same time to
set down guidelines for the assessment of damages in future
cases against the police.

Mr. Hsu's case is no different to many, many other cases
that our firm and other firms take on where people are making
allegations of misconduct against police officers. I query whether
these clients will be able to bring civil actions against the police
under the new system. We also acted for a client whose common-
law-husband and father of her son hanged himself in a London
police station due to the police leaving open a wicket gate, in
breach of regulations, even though they knew that he was a sui-
cide risk and that he had previously tried to take his life whilst in
a police station. Our client sued the police for negligence and at
the trial at the first instance the Judge ruled that although the
deceased was owed a duty of care and this duty had been
breached, because of public policy, contributory negligence and
volenti our client's case could not succeed. We appealed on
behalf of our client to the Court of Appeal which ruled that our
client could succeed in her claim that the Commissioner could
not apply to strike out this case. However, the Commissioner of
Police for the Metropolis has now appealed to the House of Lords
against this decision as this is an "interesting area of law which
needs to be clarified".

This client was in receipt of legal aid but it is difficult to say
whether she would still get legal aid under the new proposals.
However, you can guarantee that there is no insurance company
that would provide cover under the conditional fee arrangement for
this client to bring such a claim. Whether a client is able to sat-
isf, the Legal Aid Board to qualiff for legal aid will depend upon
whether they are able to satisry the "rigorous merits test", previ-
ously defined by the Lord Chancellor as a75% chance of suc-
cess. Similarly, an insurance company will only provide insurance
for cases ifthey believe the case has a high chance of success.

The success ofcases often turns on the view a Judge orjury
take of the victim and of the Defendant. ln many police actions
the case depends upon the assessment by the jury of the evi-

dence given by the victim/plaintiff against that g¡ven by a num-
ber of police officers.

It will be very difficult to predict or assess what view a jury
might take of witnesses as this is a very subjective matter. This
will lead to an increase in costs at the beginning of the case as
it would be necessary for the plaintiff's solicitor and Counsel to
meet all the plaintiff's witnesses at an early stage. However, it
is only at the discovery stage of a case that the plaintiff and
his/her advisers get to see the various documents from the
defendant. ln police actions this would include notebooks of
police officers, statements made in the criminal case. lt is only at
the exchange of witness statements stage of a civil action that
the plaintiff þecomes aware of the witnesses that the defendant
seeks to rely upon. lt is extremely difficult to predict that a case
has a75o/o chance of success without discovery and exchange
of witness statements.

It will not be the lawyers who will suffer, it will be ordinary
people. lndividuals who have allegations of misconduct including
racial abuse, assault, fabrication of evidence, wrongful arrest
aga¡nst police officers; individuals who have complaints about
negligence against railway operators may not þe able to get legal
aid as they are unable to satisff the rigorous merits test and will
not be able to get solicitors to take on these cases under the con-
ditional fee arrangement. These clients will be left without any
means of obtaining redress, accountability or compensation.

It is not clear how the Public lnterest Fund will work. I under-
stand that the Lord Chancellor, ¡n one of his speeches, said that
he would expect 1G11 "test cases" to þe funded per year. Quite
clearly, his definition of "public interest" is different to the one
that the rest of us apply. The Public lnterest Fund will be an
extremely good thing if it opens up new forms of funding for cases
that currently do not exist. For example, if this meant the avail-
ability of representation at lnquests and at lndustrial Tribunals
then this quite clearly is something to be welcomed. However, if
this is supposed to be a way of replacing the current funding
that exists for cases against public bodies under the legal aid sys
tem then this is clearly inadequate.

The idea is that it will be a finite sum of money per year for
public interest cases. We are not sure whether the sum of money
will be delegated to different geographical areas or whether this
sum of money will change year on year. lt could mean that
whether or not you qualifl for public interest funding will depend
upon where you bring your case and when. For example, if you
brought your case in an area ofthe country which had a budget
which had not been used, for one reason or another, then you
may be more likely to get funding. Also, if you brought your case
at the beginning of the financial year when there was more money
in the kitty then you may be more likely to get funding.

Quite clearly, if a client is unable to satisf, the "rigorous mer-
its test" for obtaining legal aid and if the case does not fall within
the 10-11 cases which are funded by the Public lnterest Fund a
year then a client will need to find a solicitor who is willing to
take on his/her case under a "conditional fee" agreement. S/he
would also have to find an insurance company willing to insure
the client aga¡nst the other side's legal costs.

Many of the sort of clients that we help are from the ethnic

minorities/have previous convictions/are mentally ill/are home
less andlor are poorly educated. Their case often depends on
their word against the word of five or six police officers. Being
realistic, it is unlikely that many insurance companies would be
willing to insure these types of clients as they are not a "safe
þet".

Damages in this country are low Most people are aware of the
"no win, no fee" arrangement that takes place in the USA.
However, in the USA the legal system is very different. There is no
inter-partes costs rule in the USA so that the "loser" does not
have to pay the "winner's" legal costs. ln the UK the loser does
have to pay the winner's costs and this ¡s the reason why s/he
needs an insurance policy. Further, in the USA a lot more cases
are tried by jury. ln this country, the only cases where you can
have a jury in civil trials are where there is defamation/mali-
cious prosecution or false imprisonment.

ln this country Judges and juries have far tighter guidelines
on the award of damages than they do in the USA. lf a solicitor
is to take on conditional fee cases then s/he will need to take a
proportion of a successful client's damages to compensate
him/her for those cases which s/he may lose in that year. ln the
USA, this is well recognised by juries who "bump up" the dam-
ages to compensate for this. However, in this country it is not
possible for juries or Judges to do this.

lnsurance companies will not be willing to fund cases where
there are wrongful deaths. The value of accidents under the Fatal
Accidents Act are assessed purely in terms of whether anyone
was financially dependent on the deceased at the time of death
and the standard bereavement award is 97,500. ln the case of
a child, a young adult or an unemployed person there will be no
financial dependency. ln cases involving the death of a young
adult over 16 where the next of kin are parents they will not
receive the standard þereavement award. Further, unmarried
partners of a deceased person also do not receive the standard
bereavement payment even where there are children. This would
mean that the amount of damages would not be very large and
it is unlikely that an insurance company or a lawyer would be
willing to take on these types of cases as their "cut" of the dam-
ages would also be small.

ls it right for a victim who has been done a wrong by a public
offìcial who abused their powers, to be penalised for this by hav-
ing his/her damages deducted by their lawyer? Should it not be
thatthese cases should be funded from the public purse so that
there is no deduction of these damages which are already
extremely small? One further problem is where a plaintiff may
have been awarded damages to buy a specific item, for exam-
ple, a life support machine which costs t20,000. lf the lawyers
are to take a percentage of the damages (as they will need to
do to pay for all those cases which they lose) then this would
mean that the plaintiff may lose 25% of his/her damageé. This
would mean that the plaintiff would not be able to buy the life sup
port! Although this is an extreme example, this is the principle
which I believe is at stake - victims having their damages
deducted by lawyers.
I Sadiq Khan is a partner at Christian Fisher
solicitors, London.

"lt will not be the lararyers who will suffer; it will be
ordinary people. lndividuals who have allegations
of misconduct including racial abuse, assault,
fabrication of evidence, wrongful arrest against
police officers; individuals who have complaints
about negligence against railway operators, These
clients will be left without any means of obtaining
redress, accountability or compensation"
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is not, therefore, such a surprise gove
found itself at loggerheads with the very people in the legal pro-
fession who had been their greatest supporters.

What is a Commun¡ty Legal Service? That is, what is a system
to provide access to legal assistance in welfare and public interest
law to people on low income? We already have one in
Wandsworth. lt's a combination of front line advice agencies, pri-
vate practice and the Law Centre plugging the gaps between the
two. The real problem with our Community Legal Service is that it
is underfunded in a number of ways.

Other than through our efforts to obtain charity support, the
service is not funded to help people who are on low income þut
whose net income is over the insanely low Green Form threshold.
It is not funded for representation at tribunals or inquests. lt is
not funded to provide law in any way other than individual case-
work. lt has ceased to be funded for an increasing number of
cases which are forced in to the small claims court even though
the cash element is secondary to the social policy issue of the
case, such as disrepair.

There are probably only 30 or 40 areas in the whole of England
and Wales which benefit from an existing, albeit underfunded,
Community Legal Service. Some of those areas have a better
service than others simply because they have grown up in an ad
hoc way in response to need, without co-ordination or standard
principles on which to base the services provided.

To take these existlng 30 or 40 areas where there is already
decent provision of legal services to standardise best practice and
to ensure similar provision throughout the country is the quick-
est, most practical and most attainable way to produce a
Community Legal Service. The service will have to evolve rather
than be created overnight. So we need to ensure that its evolu-
tion is based on principles which enable itto provide good quality
legal assistance, directed at those who most need its help and
accountable to the community which it serves.

A CLS should provide and develop services in social welfare law
and public interest law rather than attempt to deal with all areas
currently covered by the Legal Aid scheme - other areas of law
such as most crime and family should be dealt with separately
although the CLS should not be excluded from dealing with mat-
ters in these and other areas of law if the matter is pertinent to the
CLS brief.

There must be a guaranteed level of service available to any-
one who is eligible with expert help available at the diagnostic
stage. ln the Health Service everyone is at least guaranteed to
be seen by a doctor and have their problem assessed with fur-
ther services available where necessary.

The service must be able to provide legal education, commu-
nity work, group casework and campaigning/supporting cam-
paigns. Preventative work and acting for groups of people such
as Tenants' Associations are good examples of legal work which is
not funded under current arrangements but which provides good
value for money in the overall provision of welfare law services.

The service should aim to correct any imbalance in power and
aim to promote social justice. The aim of the service should be
to act for people who most need help, particularly where the client

is facing an individual or a body which has far greater resources
available for legal help.

The CLS needs a diverse choice of service providers wherever
possible, both to be able to offer a broad range of services and
to be able to stop funding bad services. Private practice, advice
agencies and Law Centres should worktogether.

A CLS must allow service providers to retain all reasonable
independence on how and to whom they provide the funded ser-
vice within the defined region. lf the Service is to be available to
the greatest number of people the decisions on who to help and
why must be the responsibility of the service providers although
they will have to justifl these decisions at renewal of agreement
stage.

The CLS must be accountable to people from the community
which it serves. A local tier of decision-making at which local
issues will be better understood is needed and it is at this level
that we would expect funds to be allocated to service providers.

The funding must be sufficient to provide a quality service and
reasonable staff conditions and should not be based on unit
costs. ln assessing grant/contract terms the current Legal Aid

bases of payment for hours worked should be maintained. Local
Authority grants tend to be based on the number of people seen
which undermines the quality of service provided.

Access should not be wholly through means-tested provision.
Whereas a person's income will form part of the assessment of
whether they need help from the service it should be included in
a more sophisticated assessment which will include the nature
of the case, the benefit to the community etc.

Clients represented by a CLS must be protected against oppo
s¡tion costs in the way that Legal Aid clients are currently pro-
tected. Lack of such protection would undermine the whole basis
of a CLS which acts on the whole for the poor against people and
bodies with vastly greater resources.

Pilots should be started as soon as possible. But the
Government should ensure that existing service providers are
not cut during the period of change. As the CLS will need a range
of serv¡ce providers it is illogical to allow current service providers
that meet franchise criteria to be closed through lack of funding
just because they are needed to implement the provision of a CLS.

Obviously it is go¡ng to cost money to increase welfare and putr
lic interest law provision. However, in reality we are not going to
see any real increase in the current budget. The government's
position is that there is no new money and that savings have to be
made in the existing budget to pay for increased welfare and puÞ
lic interest law provision.

"No new money" is an odd concept in an uncapped budget. lf
there is no new money the budget is capped, and if it is capped we
are better off with a fixed amount because an unfixed budget
which is capped can only be underspent.

Law Centres are used to Local Authority funding and we are
therefore used to capped budgets and fixed grants. We are also
used to finding "savings" in those grants to fund new work and to
be fair, over the past ten years, in and amongst savage local
authority cuts, some real savings have been found and some new
work has been started.

There are two problems which we see as outstanding in the
Lord Chancellor's proposition. Firstly, the savings identified cut
access tojustice for poor people. Secondly, the uncapped budget
is due to be reduced in 1999/2000 by a considerable amount. So
it's quite possible that all the changes so far proposed would
simply go towards cutting services.

We reluctantly accept that in order to obtain a desperately
needed CLS it may have to mean a redirection of funds. But we
oppose those measures to redirect funds which will lessen access
to justice for the groups of people we represent. We have to strug-
gle against the cut proposed for 1999/2OO0. lf the government
really wants a partnership where we work together to õreate a
better system, there is the expertise and the resources among
all those of us who fight for better access to justice to create a bet-
ter blueprint for the future of legal services than any Lord
Chancellor has ever managed. I suggestthatthe deal for our part-
nership will be "OK, no new money; but no cuts either. We'll help
you make it better, but not less".
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N any economic test of supply and demand the
law is in a mess. The people need the law more
and more to advance their cause, protect their
rights and serve their purposes. Those needs will
explode exponentially as the role ofthe state con-
tracts and living standards rise.

Yet because of the ever escalating costs of a cumbersome
and slow legal system, the inefficiencies of private practice and
the restrictive practices of a divided profession, lawyers, legal
services and the courts have all priced themselves out of the
range of the great mass of our people. They are becoming as rel-
evant as Aspray's to workingclass weddings.

This weights the odds more and more to power and against the
people. lt disturbs the balances on which our system of con-
frontational justice depends. lt cripples the people and gives
shabby service to the poor. Yet perversely, the people's party
has chosen to attack the one form of protection still available to
the poor: Legal Aid. lt has done so without an idea in its head
about developing an alternative to serve the people more effec-
tively and efficiently than the corner shop law which is viewed,
even by socialist lawyers, as a bulwark against the state and supe-
rior to any form of public provision.

The question facing anyone who believes in bringing the law to
the support of the people is not how to make the service so
cheap, shoddy and production line that they can afford it. Nor is
it how can we change the system so that the poor
get droppings from the groaning table. lt is how
do we provide the people with a direct service
which the present structures of cumbersome
courts, greedy private practices, and the cost mul-
tiplication of a split profession clearly cannot?

This is the question Lord lrvine's legal reforms
fail to answer because he has had to devote too
much time to interior decoration and is hardly the
natural people's champion good Blairites need to

by Austi n
Mitchell MP

and puts it on the same basis as the Health Service: self-
employed consultants available to all, doctors able to choose
between full-time employed doctoring or the joys of private prac-

tice, and service at the time of need.
It also recognises the reality that not every lawyer wants to

run a small business. Many want to practice the law full-time.
These basic principles have been clear for years. They are outlined
in the Bill I introduced to Parliament in April. First, enact a rightto
representation, Then, provide it through a dual structure. The crim-
inal part will be best provided by a Public Defender Service employ-
ing both barristers and solicitors, and run so as to provide each
case with one lawyer to see it through rather than shuffling papers
from partner to partner or vamping it all up anew each time. The
New Zealand Commission on Legal Services concluded that in
urban societies such as Los Angeles and Hong Kong, and they
could have added New South Wales, a Public Defender is much
the most efficient way of handling public criminal work because
in an urþan society with a large population it gets a throughput
big enough to bring effic¡ency, economies of scale, and speciali-
sation.

Civil work should be done by Law Shops in a properly organ-
ised and funded national framework building up from our pre-
sent financially-starved Law Centres. Too long the poor relations
of the legal system, they have struggled but still provide an out-
standing service. Properly funded and organised, a network of
Law Centres can provide a firm basis - and the only one - for
the Community Legal Service we need. Situated in the High
Street and run as "Law Shops" they should couple law with gen-
eral advice services so people could go in off the street and be
channelled to the service and the advice they need, whether
hous¡ng rights, employment or benefit problems, and represen-
tation, or legal matters where the services of employed þarristers
and solicitors would be availaþle.

The benefits ofsuch a system cannot be grasped by patchwork,
penny pinching reforms. A new framework for legal advice should

compete with the old, bringing benefits to both sides. lt gives the
people a choice. The expenditure, once setting-up costs are
absorbed, would be no higher that that of the existing Legal Aid
which costs around f,1,4 billion a year, so the new structure can
be financed by withdrawing Legal Aid from private practice and
channelling it into Law Shops and the Public Defender Service
while supplementing both with fees related to income and grants
from local government. Councils have, and in some cases still
do, finance Law Centres and local authorities will probably want
to offer citizens a superior service, particularly if it brings money
into the areaby success in benefit and employment and compen-
sation claims, for Law Centres are an economic benefit to the area
as well as a thorn in the flesh of local authorities.

Because we haven't done our job in opposition and devel-
oped these proposals into a framework ready to enact in power,
that work must be done in office. Yet there is no excuse for
embarking on cuts first to weaken public provision, then thinking
how we can improve it, so we must put the lrvine reforms on
hold until we develop the genuine community alternative we
promised as part of an employed national legal service super-
vised by a commission with the responsibility of ensuringthat the
people's right to representation is fulfilled. Once we have done
that the lrvine reforms become irrelevant. Then the Lord
Chancellor can be left to further his interest in dress and deco-
ration and put to developing legislation to make himself redun-
dant by the establishment of a Ministry of Justice. Answerable
to the Commons.

be. The rhetoric is beautiful: fat cat lauryers (which means earning
over.f,,500,000 per annum as the Lord Chancellor did) attacking
other fat cat lawyers; fat fee earners attempting to force down
fees; and legal elitists pretending to care about a Community
Legal Service they haven't even thought about. Yet, as with all
New Labour policy - never mind the rhetoric, feel the effect. On
the people. There it points to cheaper provision of shoddier law.
For this is not a well thought out series of changes based on a
careful assessment of what works best and what could work bet-
ter, but a Treasurydriven programme motivated by an anxiety to
end the demanddriven expansion of Legal Aid.

Yet such an escalation is inevitable as the poor face more
problems, and the lawyers linger longer on their cases to exploit
their publicly-provided voucher system to the maximum. The con-
sequences of both problems cannot be taken out on the pee
ple, without offering them any alternative provision. lt needn't
and shouldn't have been this way. An effective opposition would
have developed its own proposals. lt should have thought
through the problem of whether we can ever provide for the legal
needs of the people, which are many and mainly small in scale,
via a profession based on private practice where costs are
h¡gher, the need for high value added throughput provides no
inclination to bother with matters little, and overheads are exces-
sive. A court system which lends itself better to delay than to jus
tice multiplies all that and the result is the huge Legal Aid bill.

Perhaps we would have thought things through if Labour's
lawyers weren't so conservative. They have been frightened of

I

radical legal reform. Access to Justice deliberately avoided con-
sidering a public legal service. That would use public resources
more effectively. Which is why the lawyers didn't want it. Now a
Labour government still runs scared ofthe private sector so their
only route to reform is by savings imposed by the Treasury and
justified by half-baked hopes of better. Yet long-term develop
ment of policy was not Labour's approach in opposition, where
the process was one of diluting every policy then, when that
appeared not to work in L992, junking the lot so as not to
frighten anyone.

This brought us to power with a majority big enough to do
anything but no idea what to do, which is why we hit the ground
reviewing. We are making up our policy as we go along. This is
clearly the case in legal reform and justice as everywhere else
but it is more worrying here because the high intelligence of our
legal team made such a mess, first by terrif,ing everyone in the
belief that the Lord Chancellor would bulldoze his arrogant
whims through, then a partial apolory, then a proposal to imple
ment the changes but more slowly and with rather more flavour-
ing added and nothing at all to justift the high rhetoric about a
"Community Legal Service". Apparently that comes later as
something which falls off the back of the reforms. lt will be
financed by the cuts generated by making Legal Aid meaner to
provide a glittering prospect at the end of the rainbow.

Shifting compensation work to conditional fees will not protect
the people. Conditional fees can't carry the we¡ght the Lord
Chancellor is placing on them. They will damage the trade union

work, hurt those devoted firms brave enough to take cases
against the police, and smaller practices which haven't got
enough fat to float lots of bread on uncertain legal waters hop
ing to win some. Franchising and bidding won't cut the costs
because they demand expenditure up front which isn't financed
by Legal Aid money and, in any case, the need for the law will
still increase exponentially. Criminal work will still be demandled
so that cuts must lead to a shoddier service. Everywhere the
charges will tilt the odds from the people to power, from the indi-
vidual to the corporation, from the poor to the wealthy. No-one
concerned to build afairer society could have thought out pro-
posals such as these.

How then, do we protect the people? The only way is by having
more lawyers working more efficiently to serve them via an
employed service which can cut out the overheads and the pre-
tensions of private practice to provide a devoted specialised ser-
vice. That requires us to break the restrictive practices of a divided
profession to allow both barristers and solicitors to work together
without multiplying costs.

An employed service is inherently more efficient than private
practice. lt can provide employment for that large excess produc-
tion of lawyers which has been turned out over recent years. An
employed service generates jobs and competition with private
practice to pare its costs, publicise its fees, and explore new effi-
ciencies and alternatives such as contingency fees, concentration,
computer¡sation and all the other things to which the profession is
slowly lumbering at the moment. lt demystifies the profession
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More than
a roof over

LIZ DAVIES explains
why legal aid should
remain available for
housing actions - and
not only in the short term

he Lord Chancellor's Consultation Paper "Access to
-Justice with Conditional Fees" issued in l\4arch 1998
is something of a climb-down from his announcement
last October that civil legal aid as a whote was to be
abolished and replaced with contingency fees.
However, before housing practitioners ând tenants

breathe a sigh of relief, the theme running through the
Consultation Paper is that in the longer term the Government
seeks to "refocus" legal aid.

one paragraph of the paper deals with housing clairns and the
view in the paper is unequivocal. "Claims that arise from peo-
ple's maintenance, possession, use or enjoyment of their home,
whether or not they i¡clude ancitlary claims for money or damages,
oughtto remain within the scope of legal aid." ln the long term
"it would remain the Gover¡ment's objective to provide a means
by which those eligible could obtain help in meeting legal costs to
deal with housing problems (whether bringing or defending pro-
ceedings).

The problems that the needy face in ensuring a decent stan-
dard of accommodation are not generally shared by those who are
betteroff and are of a kind that deserve assistance from the tax-
payer to obtain lhe necessary remedies or redress. "

This is the argument that has been put by housing practitioners
and tenants' representatives. The types of cases described rep
resent the bulk of any housing practitioner's work. The vast major-
ity of litigation bfought or defended by tenants is funded by legal
aid. l\4any of the darnages claims are successful and the landlords
pay the tenant's cosls, thus refunding the Legal Aid Board. Net
expendltui,e by the Legal Aid Board on actions brought by tenants
for damages for disrepair, or for specific per lormance of the land-
lord's repairing covenant, must be very low. Tenants bringing
actlons for damages for disrepair have usuatly suffered in damp
premrses for years. To obtain legal aid, the tenant must not only be
financially eli$ible llut also must have a ciaim worth more than the
arbitration limit (-€3,000) and must pass the 50% merits test set
by the Legal Aid Board. Similarly, many claims for damages for an
unlawful eviction and/or injunction requiring the tenant's readmit-
tance to the premises end up compromised with damages and
costs being paid to the tenant.

f S I.lori¿lrst Law¡rer O Summer 1998
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Possession actions, where the tenant is defending and arguing
that s,/he should remain in their honre, are less likely to result in
the landlord pay¡rgthe Legal Aid Board's costs.

All of these actions are brought or defended by the tenant to
enforce a hunran right fundamental to a decent civÍlised society:
the right to an effective roof over one's head. The effect on the
health of a tenant or his/her family of living in damp prernises for
years can be enormous, fet alone the effect that it has on the qual-
ity of life. Being unlawfully evicted, sometlmes by violent meth-
ods and sometimes by means of a landlord just insisting and the
tenant being unsure of his/her rights, is a profoundly shocking
experience which leaves a tenant immediately homeless. Sinrilarly,
the right to defend a possession action and argue for the r¡ght to
remain in your home must be fundanrental.

Although homelessness is not specifically mentioned in the
Consultation Pape¡ the comments on housing claims would apply
with even more force to the availability of legal aid for homeless
persons seeking to challenge a local authority's decision.
Homeless people, wbether actually sleep¡ng on the streets or
facing eviction from temporary accomrnodation, are among the
most vuln€rable and have the least resources of anyone in our
society. By definition, ìf resources were availaþle to them, they
would be unlikely to be homeless and in need of local author¡ty
assistance.

The irnplication from the Consultation Paper is that legal aid will
contlnue lor homelessness applications. However, the
Consultation Paper suÊlgests an increase in the merits test for
legal aid in tJre fong run: "The Government does not þelieve that
weak cases should be brought usìng legal aid which would not be
brought privately". This statement ignores the current legat aid
merits test, which requires both soiicitors and barristers to con-
sider the merits of any case on a broad test of whether , had the
client the means to pay and modest means, s,/he would take or
defend the proceedings. Most legal aid practitioners take their
duty to the Legal Aid Board seriously and enforce the test. To
increase the percentage risk of the test to 75% ( a figure not
specifÍcaf ly mentioned in the Consuttatíon Paper but previousty
floâted) would put litigants who were fÌnancially eligble for legal aid
at a disadvantage in cornparison with the privately-financed titigant
of moderate rneans.

Finally, the question of the possible increase in the arbitration
limitto,f.5,OOO ìs stilt up in the air. Many housing disrepair ctaims
will falt short of the new limit. Housing disrepair claims are not
appropriate for the arbitration procedure. They require expert evi-
dence and deal with reasonably complex law Tenants rnust know
what type of tenancy they have and what terms are ìrnplied into the
tenancy. tn the private sector, repairing obtigations are not always
set out as an express term of the tenancy. They must also point to
previous decisions when it comes to the guantum of damages.

ln addition, litigation between tenant and landlord is particularly
difficult since the two usually have a continutng relationshìp and
have to continue as tenant and landtord after the câse has fin-
ished. The landlord is in a much more powerful position than the
tenant and is likely to have more resources to pay for his/her
own legal representation.

Since January 1996, when the arbitration limit was increased
from f1-,000 to !3,OOO, tenants have not noticeably used the arbi,
tration procedure to bring claìms for disrepair and the tenants no
longer receive compensation, The logic of that position is that
tenants are simply having to endure damp conditions for longer
than previousty, so that the damages claim mounts up to above
f3,O00 before proceedings can be launched. Thís flies in the
face of a common-sense approach which would require the land-
lord to remedy the disrepair at lhe earlìest possible oppoftunity,
both to save money and ensure that the premises do not deterio
rate further. The Housing Law Practitioners' Assoc¡ation have been
making representations to the Lord Chancellor that housing claims
should be excluded from the increase to t5,0O0 and indeed that
the fimit for housing claims should return to t1,0OO.
Liz Davies is a banister at 2 Gatden Gourt Ghambers,
specialising in housing cas€s.



BENEDICT BIRNBERG argues
that only radical
læruanisation can guanntee
acrqess to Justice for all

EW Labour's election manifesto promised, in rela
tion to the law "a wide ranging review both of the
reform of the civil justice system and Legal Aid"
and "a community legal service... for the develop
ment of Legal Aid according to the needs and pri-
orities of regions and areas" promot¡ng "a part-

nership between the voluntary sector, the legal profession and the
Legal Aid Board" and, for health, to restore the NHS as a public
service working cooperatively for patients, not a commercial busi-
ness driven by competition".

ln this, the 50th Anniversary of the NHS, that beacon of Old
Labour's Welfare State I advocate a salaried community legal
service which is not simply marginalised to fill the lacunae created
by the steady erosion of legal aid, þut on the analos/ of our health
service, to replace the competitive hish street solicitor and the
coterie of the Bar and see this as the way ahead for the legal pre
fession in the not too distant future.

A socially responsible legal services system should aim to
deliver high quality, independent legal advice and representation
for allwho need it. The overall objective of any such system should
be "to achieve equal access to justice for all members of society
and to ensure that any dispute is settled on the basis of the intrin
sic merit of the arguments of the different parties, uninfluenced by
any inequality, wealth or power" (to adopt the definition of the
Legal Action Group in "A Stratery for Justice" 1992).

Not only does an enlightened, socially just and democratic soci-
ety demand that all its citizens, whatever their means, status or
walk in life, and however complex their individual problems, have
equal access to justice but increasingly our international obliga-
tions require this. The Government is in the process of enacting
the Human Rights Bill incorporating the European Convention on
Human Rights into our domestic law, Article 6 of which guarantees
that in determining civil or criminal rights or obligations everyone
is entitled to a fair hearing and this implies an "equality of arms"
between contestants, that each party to a proceeding should have
an equal opportunity to present his case and that neither should
enjoy any substantial advantage over his opponent (in common
parlance the "level playing field").

ln a nutshell what I propose ¡s that the Legal Aid Scheme
(which the Government clearly intends to whittle down) should be
replaced in its entirety by a genuine nation-wide National Legal
Service (NLS) with offices throughout the country and providing
the services across the board at present provided by private prac-
titioners, law centres and CABs in both wings of the profession -

staffed by salaried personnel, not only lawyers but others with
associated skills in a multidisciplinary scenario - accountants, sur-
veyors, forensic scientists, conveyancers, mediators, interpreters,
welfare benefit specialists etc. The lawyers would comprise both
solicitors and þarristers and I envisage the ultimate fusion of the
two branches ofthe profession.

The NLS would consist of a network of offÌces and resource
centres providing a geographical spread and distribution of exper-
tise so that everyone ¡n the community has easy access to legal
advice and representation. An NLS office would be expected to
undertake duty solicitor schemes at local courts and police sta-
tions and to provide a facility to local community organisations
and, if the resources are available, to provide legal education
and training. An NLS office would be free to reject a client for
good reason. Whilst each NLS office would have its own defined
catchment area and members of the public would normally be
expected to use their local offìce they would be free to use other
offices e.g. if there was an actual or potential conflict of interest or
another office offered a particular specialisation which the local
office lacked or for a second opinion. The modus operandi of NLS
offices would be set out in publicly advertised guidelines.

How would the NLS be funded? When the Attlee Government
put through the welfare state reforms of 1945-5O the country
was impoverished after a world war and not surprisingly a key
ingredient of reforms was their public funding. But whereas health
was almost entirely de-privatised (Geoff Hoon MP, in criticising
my proposals, has used the naughty word "nationalisation"
against me!) legal aid was channelled through private practitioners
with the attendant inefficiencies, insufficiencies and abuses inher-
ent in any such scheme. The concept ofthe Legal Aid Scheme,
great advance as it was in 1949, is now more and more out of
tune with a society where GDP and real personal wealth for the
majority is now threefold what it was then, although at least 20%
of the population would remaih dependent on a subsidy from cen-
tral funds which would þe paid to the NLS.

Certain classes of work e.g. commercial and conveyancing,
would be entirely fee paying but for most others there would be
means-testing with a reasonably high threshold so as not to deter
clients, and the client would be expected, if so assessed, to pay or
contribute to payment privately. Other methods of funding might be
considered; with proper safeguards I see no objection to condi-
tional fee litigation and conceivably the NLS would have the mus-
cle to effect legal insurance for its clients. So that, unlike the NHS,
I see the NLS being paid for largely by the private client with a

"Social prov¡sion is neither fair nor efficient if it does not deliver
equal¡ty before the law... transforming a system of private enterprise
divided in the manner in which it both delivers services to the rich
and poor and rewards its members into a genu¡ne singular
community-based service providing advice and representation on
an equal footing to everyone seeking access to justice"

reduced State subsidy for those who cannot afford to pay. ln effect
I am proposing that we reverse the subsidisation process; instead
of the State subsidising private practitioners to give legal services,
the private feepaying client would in future subsidise the pro bono,
socially valuable work of lawyers.

I envisage that when the NLS is up and running legal aid will
be withdrawn from private practitioners and that all public funding
will be channelled into the NLS. The offices of the NLS would ini-
tially compete with solicitors' practices and barristers in private
practice but within a relatively short timescale most of the private
practices - solicitors' firms with less than 25 partners whose
legal aid receipts in L994/95 varied between L7o/o and 4Oo/o -
deprived of public money and in competition with NLS offices
would cease to practise and their staffs be absorbed in the NLS.
I realise that there will remain fìrms of solicitors to cater for the
corporate and private client, usually the very large firms repre-
sented at present by the 111 solicitors firms (of which 65 are in
London) with over 26 partners whose gross income in 1994185
was 12881 million out of a total oÍ î6917 million for all firms. I

envisage that most barristers will ultimately be absorbed into the
NLS although there would remain a residual independent Bar of
specialists to service the firms of solicitors that would remain as
well as to prov¡de specialist advice not readily available to the NLS.
However I would expect the independent Bar to be cut down to size
since legal aid would not be available and much of its work would
be undertaken þy specialist solicitors within the NLS.

Although the basic administration of an NLS office would be
done within the office which would have its own practice manager
the NLS nationally would be administered by a small Legal
Services Commission (LSC) (not a "giant quango" as Mr Hoon
denigrates it) which would have overall responsibility for all offices
and staff with a quality control inspectorate and machinery for
dealing with þoth client complaints and allegations of negligence
and staff discipline/grievances. There would be an appeals sys-
tem for clients refused advice,/representation by an NLS office.
The NLS would be required to effect professional indemnity insur-
ance for all its staff. The LSC would be expected to run the NLS
within a reasonably strict budget and would be publicly account-
able through an appropriate Minister to Parliament and any pub-
lic funding required by the NLS would equally be subject to bud-
getary control.

Whilst I regard the objection raised bythe Royal Commission on
Legal Services (the Bension Commission) in 1979 to the concept
of a national legal service that there would be a risk that "an indi-
vidual's case might be conducted not in a way which best served
his interest or complied with his wishes but in a way which avoided
causing difficulties and gave least offence to those in authority"
as spurious, I agree that the independence of the NLS is of para
mount importance.

I wish to emphasise that my concept of an NLS is radically dif-
ferent from the old stereotype of publicly-administered services
either of central or local government. I would expect as much flex-
ibility and diversity of staffing and working practices of the NLS
as there is now in the legal profession and indeed everything
should be done by the LSC to encourage imaginative and evolv-
ing ideas. As the law is always in a state of flux and development
so should legal services and the way in which they are made

available to the client be responsive to change and development
and a way needs to be found not to inhibit personal enterprise.
This is required as much for the personal job satisfaction of the
staff as for the benefìt of its clientele.

Any proposals for changes in the delivery of legal services, let
alone one as radical as is here put forward, would be a non-starter
without the general acceptance of the legal profession. I would
expect acceptabilityto depend on remuneration, job prospects and
job satisfaction. Clearly unless the rewards offered by salaried
employment in the NLS are compatible with those of private prac-
tice my proposal would þe unlikely to find favour in the profes-
sion.

However in assessing acceptability the whole job scene needs to
be taken into perspective. The legal profession is at present going
through rapid change and is certain to come under various pres-
sures and to suffer a transformation in the years ahead. Available
public funds are likely to be cut back substantially reducing legal
aid payments to solicitors and barristers. Radical measures to sirn-
plifi the law of which the Woolf civiljustice reforms are but a begin
ning, are likely to reduce lawyers' work. Alternative dispute resolu-
tion including mediation in place of litigation will further reduce the
need of lawyers, as will the likely growth in work done by parale
gals, advice workers and licensed conveyancers. The information
technolory revolution will increasingly make itself felt.

As things stand at present some private practices, particularly
smaller firms of solicitors, are in a precarious financial position and

have a struggle to make a profit. There are certainly many solicitors
and, I believe, barristers who would welcome the security of
salaried employment in an increasingly competitive and uncertain
market and do not relish having to run a business. As to what
salaried staff in the NLS would earn I would draw on the analory
of the NHS. Like the NHS there would þe a salary structure allow-
ing for progressive increases depending on lenglth of service since
qualification and expertise. Currently as I understand it the average
net income for a General Medical Practitioner is 146,000 with pre
vision for indirectly reimbursing expenses of about 123,O00 mak-
ing an average gross income of f,69,000. I would expect qualified
lawyers in the NLS to be paid comparable salaries and these to
compete with the remuneration enjoyed by salaried solicitors both
equity partners and salaried staff in private practice today.

What I argue for is in tune with New Labourthinking. ln his
speech to the TUC last year the Prime Minister said that "in a mod-
ern welfare state the role of Government is not necessarily to
provide all social provision but to organise and regulate it most
effìciently and fairly". I believe that social provision is neither fair
nor efficient if it does not deliver equality before the law and that
the way ahead is for the profession, with Government policy acting
as a catalyst, to take the initiative in transforming a system of
private enterprise divided in the manner in which it both delivers
services to the rich and poor and rewards its members into a
genuine singular community-based service providing advióe and
representation on an equal footing to everyone seeking access
to justice.
(Article based on a memorandum submitted to Sir Peter Middleton's
Review of CivilJustiæ and Legal Aid).
f Benediet B¡mberg is a parher at B.M. Binùerg & Go.,
SolbitoË, l¡ndon
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l.lntrcduction
1.1. We represent a broad
alliance of people involved with
the law. The membership of the
Haldane Society of Socialist
Lawyers includes many solici-
tors and barristers, law centre
workers, trade unionist, legal
academics and law students.
The Society has a long history
of serv¡ng the needs of the
working class both in Britain
and internationally. We are
respected members of the
lnternational Association of
Democratic Lawyers, the
European Association of
Lawyers, and many other
domestic and international
legal forums. As with all our
activities and policies, and as
our tradition shows, our views
on legal services are informed
by principle and not profes-
sional self-interest.
1.2. ln this short paper we
start with a summary of the
main fundamental principles
about the role of law in society
and that underlie the need for
publicly-funded legal services.
We believe that any legal ser-
vices policy must remain true
to those principles. We then
briefly explain how those princi-
ples can be reflected in a legal
services programme. Finall¡
we summarise our response to
the consultation paper on con-
ditional fees.
2 Fundamental pinciples
2.t.The law provides the
framework for democratic
rights in society. These are the
basic social, political and eco
nomic rights for individuals or
groups of individuals, such as
rights to housing, social secu-
rity, employment, health, family
life, non-discrimination, a fair
criminal trial, civil liberties, and
many more. Democracy cannot
exist without adequate means
of defending and enforcing
such rights. lt is the role of
publicly-funded legal services
to provide this for those who
cannot obtain it by their own or
other means.
2.2.The equal defence and
enforcement of democratic
rights is a myth where society
contains huge disparities
between rich and poor. ln a
society such as ours, there-
fore, it is a majorfunction of
the law to redress those imbal-
ances so that people equally
achieve their fundamental
rights regardless of their
wealth or poverty. Legislation

and regulation can help to
achieve this. Legal services
provided to the least powerful
and most disadvantaged are
also an important part of help
ing these people to achieve
their basic rights.
2.3, lt is also in the public
interest that there should be
equality of arms between rich
and poor in the courts, so that
legal decision-making is not
distorted to favour the inter-
ests ofthose whose cases are
most effectively advanced and
so that issues of public inter-
est are resolved properly and
according to the law the inten-
tions of the legislature and nat-
ural justice. ln addition, litiga
tion and other legal services
form part of the regulation of
major institutions.
2.4. Decisions about the fund-
ing and conduct of legal ser-
vices should be made indepen-
dently of those who have a
direct political or financial inter-
est in the outcome, whether
they are government bodies or
insurance companies whose
own profits depend upon limit-
ing recourse to litigation. The
independence of lawyers and
other legal advisers must be
preserved.
2.5. Who gets legal services
should not be left to the mar-
ket place but should be
planned according to rational
and public-service orientated
objectives.
2.6. Litigation is not and
should not be the sole focus of
publicly-funded legal services.
What matters is finding the
best solution, not fitting the
solution to a particular forum
or method for which funding is
available.
2.7 . We accept that there are
inevitable cost constraints
upon the provision of publicly-
funded legal services.
However, cost must not be the
main determining factor. The
cost to the public purse must
be set in response to realistic
assessments ofthe eKent of
need for legal services. These
assessments must be built
upon the experiences and
knowledge of people in every
area of the country who under-
stand the local needs for legal
services. There already exist in
some areas models of cooper-
ation between private practice,
law and advice centres, com-
munity organisations, local
authorities, and others, to

assess need and plan to
meet it.
3. Our prcposals.
3.1. Maximum access to legal
services and cost control
need not be incompatible. The
following general ideas can
help to make legal services
more efficient while improving
access for people:
3.1.1. There should be wide
spread access to general
advice. A generalist front-line
tier of advice and referral ser-
vices will filter out of the legal
aid scheme cases that are
unmeritorious, or of low prior-
¡ty, or that can be resolved by
other means.
3.1.2. ïhis will ensure that
more people get appropriate
services while reducing the
need for legal aid in many
cases.
3.1.3. Funding of a wide range
of methods of delivery will
result in savings by tackling
problems more effectively, by
dealing with groups of cases,
by avoiding litigat¡on where
possible, and by strateg¡c
legal work (not only but includ-
ing test case litigation) which
will help to resolve problems
for larger numbers of people
over the longer term.
3.1.4. Local plans forthe
delivery of legal services can
identify needs and priorities,
and ensure services are
directed to those priorities.
3.1.5. The Legal Aid Board
should work with legal ser-
vices providers to ensure that
franchising or other means of
administering the legal aid
fund has at its core genuine
quality concerns and not
merely bureaucracy disguised
as quality control.
3.2. lt follows from the above
that we support a legal ser-
vice based in and responsive
to the needs of each local
area. lf this is what a "com-
munity legal service" means,
then we support it. However,
this service must be capable
of providing the full range of
skills and services required.
This means that there must
also be a range of providers in
each area, so that there are
the appropriate specialist and
generalist agencies. Unless
and until a salaried legal ser-
vice was capable of handling
all the litigation that was
needed, private legal practice
will continue to handle a large
proportion of litigation.

3.3. The Bar and other spe
cialist, including specialist
second tier agencies must
continue to provide specialist
advice, pleading and adve
cacy, lt is not possible for
practitioners in high street
offìces to handle all of this.
3.4. The local plan that would
form the core of provision in
each area must be formulated
by agencies that are close to
and can respond to the needs
of the local area and must be
formulated independently of
government interference.
There must be no ability for
government or financial insti-
tutions to determine which
specific cases are handled,
save to the extent that govern-

ment agencies may apply
objective merits,/means tests
(as, for instance, the Legal Aid
Board does at present).
These proposals are simply
and broadly formulated.
However, there is much detail
that can be added. We would
like to meet with government
to discuss this further.
4. The Government's
proposals
There are some objectives of
the government that we
accept, although with qualifi-
cation. We accept that weak
cases should not be funded
by the public purse. However,
the mer¡ts test should be able
to balance the strength of the
case on the one hand and the
importance of the case to the
individual concerned or to the
wider public.
5. There are other aspects of
the government proposals
that we cannot accept and fall
far short ofthe underlying
principles set out by us:
5.1. Conditional fee proposals
are deeply flawed, though they
may be of assistance in some
cases. Without repeating all
the criticisms that have been
made by others, we support
the cr¡ticisms of these propos-
als made by Legal Action
Group, Housing Law
Practitioners Association, APIL,
Public Law Project and others.
5.2. However, we would like to
add that we are particularly
concerned about the likely
control to be handed to the
insurance industry as to what
cases are litigated and on
what terms. lnsurance compa-
nies have a direct interest in
the outcome of much of the
litigation that would be funded

by conditional fee arrange
ments (in particular in the
field of personal injury).
5.3. Areas of high risk litiga
tion, where the outcome of the
case hinges on the credibility
of witnesses, where there is
conflicting expert ev¡dence,
where the law is uncertain
and,/or where the levels of
damages likely to be recov-
ered will not justifu a CFA, are
those of particular concern to
us. Therefore, apart from our
above concerns, CFAs are in
any event inappropriate for
landlord and tenant disputes,
civil actions against the police,
medical negligence, many non-
standard personal injury
cases, discrimination and
other industrial tribunal claims.
5.4. lt is inappropriate to cre
ate financial disincentives to
lawyers taking on difficult
cases. Many ofthe most
important cases will not be
taken. Alternativel¡ only those
who are prepared to accept
unrealistically low payments
(or who are unable to achieve
higher payments) will take
those cases, with the danger
of a twetier system being cre
ated.
5.5. The paper suggests at
para 3.23 other categories of
case to be removed from legal
aid. Howeve¡ a blanket
removal of those categories
will result in injustice. For
instance, many disputes about
inheritance under a will or an
i ntestacy involve relatively
small amounts of money and
yet are of great significance to
those concerned. Equally,
many people of small or mo+
erate means enter into part-
nership arrangements in which
their personal assets, such as
their homes, are used for the
partnership business. Ensuing
disputes about the ownership
or distribution of such assets
could not sustain a CFA. Nor is
it appropriate to have a blar¡
ket exclusion for business dis-
putes without further formula-
tion. Changing working prac-
tices mean that many workers
who would have been employ-
ees are or will become self
employed. They should not be
denied access to publicly-

funded legal services when
they need it.
5.6. The proposed funding of
public interest litigation is in
itself unobjectionable but is
far too limited. lt is not clear

whether this funding would
exist only for the "transitional
period" or would be estaÞ
lished permanently by primary
legislation. lt makes no sense
to provide this funding only in
the interim. Moreover, "public
interest" is illdefìned and
there is therefore a danger
that it could be interpreted too
restrictively. Cases involving
challenges to the behaviour of
public bodies, or others
whose activities affect the
public in a significant way,
very often have a strong pub
lic ¡nterest element even
where the direct beneficiary of
the claim is only one individ-
ual. lt is by the accumulation
of individual challenges relat-
ing to, for instance, deaths in
police custody or prison, or
breach of statutory duty or
contract by housing authori-
ties, social services or other
public bodies, that those bod-
ies are made to be more open
and accountable for their con-
duct. Although some of these
issues are discussed at para
3.13 ofthe paper, the propos-
als are vague and we are not
clear what is intended.
5.7. We welcome the pre
posal that legal aid for judicial
review should remain.
However, the paper is quiet as
to any proposals that there
may be to change criteria for
eligibility or grant of legal aid
in such cases. Given the talk,
in the past, about a public
interest fund, etc, in the con-
text of judicial review, we are
confused about what is
intended.
6. Finall¡ no proposals are
put forward in the consulta-
tion paper as to the develop
ment of the community legal
service. Previous government
statements as to its inten-
tions in this respect have
revealed an alarming vague
ness as to what is proposed.
So far we have seen nothing
that indicates that the service
will be able to handle the
number and range of needs of
people in social welfare law
and other related subjects.
We draw the government's
attention to our list of broad
principles, above, for the
development of a community
legal service and repeat that
we would welcome the oppor-
tunity to discuss this further.
Federation - an end to parti-
tion?
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,l Bill of Rights, like any constitutional settlement, is a state-

A ment of relationships between individuals and groups in a
f lsociety. Such was Magna Carta of which Maitland wrote:

"lt is intensely practical; it is no declaration in mere general
terms of the rights of Englishmen, still less of the rights of
men; it goes through the grievances of the time one by one
and promises redress. lt is a definite statement of law upon
a great number of miscellaneous points. .. Henceforward mat-
ters are not to be left to vague promises; the king's rights
and their limits are to be set down in black and white."
The same is true of the B¡ll of Rights 1689, first listing the

illegalities practised by James ll "by the ass¡stance of diverse evil
counsellors, judges and ministers employed by him," and then
one by one, with some change of language, restoring the legal
rights.

ln 1275 and 1689, those who promoted the reforms knew
they were righting wrongs. And they knew that general proposi-
tions could not be made to stick or to achieve the purposes they
had in mind.

The contrast with the European Convention of Human Rights
now aboutto be incorporated into UK domestic law is stark.

The Bill of Rights of the USA, contained in the first eight
amendments to the Constitution of the United States, followed
the adoption by most individual States of their own Bills. The
pattern of the constitutional rights was to lay down principles
baldly and without reservations as, most famously, "Congress
shall make no law abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
press. " lt was left to the Supreme Court of the USA to interpret
the unqualified words of the amendments; and, if the Justices
saw fit, to declare invalid Acts of Congress which contravened the
Bill of Rights. This was one way of deciding what were the limits
of each amendment, it being understood that no rights could be
absolute. Freedom of speech did not, it was recognised, extend
to shouting "Fire" in the crowded theatre for the pleasure of see-
ing what kind of chaos might ensue. ln practice the Bill of Rights
of the USA had very little practical effect on civil liberties for more
than a century. None of the amendments was successfully
invoked until 1857 and this occasion was hardly auspicious as
the decision of the Supreme Court upheld the rights of slave own-
ers.

The enlarged power of judicial review was mostly used to sup
port the laissez-faire doctrine of economic theory, with the
Supreme Court defending rights of corporate private property and
freedom of contract. The first date for the vindication of the free
dom of speech by the Supreme Court was 1.927, of freedom of
the press 1931, of freedom of assembly 1937, of the right to
counsel 1-932. For most of the remaining amendments the start-
ing date was post 1945.

All this is relevant because it reflects on the particular method
and style adopted by the European Convention. These prefer the
general proposition to the perceived wrong (unlike 721.5 and
1689) but to seek to spell out (unlike the USA in 1791) the excep-
tions to and modifications of the general principle.

Whatever the form of a statement of rights, interpretation will
follow (words never being sufficiently precise on their own) and

While many on the left have
wdcomed the þovernment's
Human Rights Bill, Prrofiessor
Jolrn Griffith (Emeritus
Professor of Public Law at the
University of London) argues that it
will transfer even more power from
the legislature to the judiciary and
will lead to reformers seeking
solutions in the courts in the courts
rather than parliamentary change

that means letting the judges in on the exercise. At this point it
is necessary to set down the words, however familiar they may
be. Article 10 is typical of many:

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right
shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and
impart information and ideas without interference by public
authority and regardless of frontiers. This Article shall not
prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcast¡ng,
television or cinema enterprises.
2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it
duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formali-
ties, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by
law and are necessary in a democrat¡c society, in the inter-
ests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety,
for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of
health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights
of others, for preventing the disclosure of information
received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and
impartiality of the judiciary,
Oþviously this not only gives wide scope to judicial interpreta-

tion but also expressly requires judges to decide the highly polit-
ical question of what is "necessary in a democratic society.,'

We may now consider the deeper question of what such
"rights" are meant to achieve. First, they are directed against
the power of Governments. The assumption is that Governments
are the enemy. A distinguished Canadian lawyer, Professor lson,
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wrote that their Charter of Rights:
"is counter productive primarily because it rests upon a con-
ception of the state that is out of accord with contemporary
reality. lt perceives of a people whose liberties may be threat-
ened by the power of elected governments. lt does not reflect
or even accommodate the perception of elected govern-
ments as the only hope that most people have of protection
from those who really wield power.
This brings us to the heart of the matter. Socialism emerged

as a force to challenge the power of capital. lf democrat¡c
Parliamentary socialism has a future it is because men and
women in large numbers come to believe, as perhaps they did
in 1945, but almost certainly did not in 1997, that the purpose of
a strong Government is to direct the resources of the State to the
benefit of the mass of the people rather than to the enrichment
of the few. lf we are to have a Bill of Rights, that should be its aim
within its own limited but important sphere. lt can also operate to
help prevent those in power from sliding towards autocracy.

Today freedom of expression is limited not by Government
but by corporate employers. This goes far beyond legitimate
restriction on the disclosure of commercial secrets. Companies
require loyalty undertakings and impose gagging orders. lndeed,
Governments impose restraints only in their role of employers,
or under the Official Secrets Acts, or on those in the armed
forces. lt is not that we have tamed our political masters but
rather that in the name of pluralism we have emasculated them.
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Þ thor" who fear Government action today are not the rich and
powerful but the poor and the deprived. A Bill of Rights does
very little for them. Enforcement is for the courts and the less
well off are the least likely to start legal proceedings.

For this there are several reasons. The first is that the Bill of
Rights says nothing about their primary concerns. lt is silent on
the right to a living wage or the right to work or the right to fur-
ther or higher education. The second is that the legal aid reforms
will restrict the access to l¡tigation for the poor and poorest. The
third is that the Bill before Parliament debars bodies, like the
Child Poverty Action Group and those who seek remedies to pre
vide equal opportunities or to prevent gender and racial discrimi-
nation, from bringing actions in the courts. The police will not be
supervised more closely, because of the Bill of Rights, than is
presently the case under the provisions of the Polices and
Criminal Evidence Act 1984 and more recent legislation.

Much of the current argument centres around the relation-
ship between Article 10 set out above and Article 8 on privacy
which provides: "1. Everyone has the right to respect for his pri-
vate and family life, his home and his correspondence." This
Article has similar escape provisions as in paragraph 2 of Article
10 with one remarkable addition to the "interests" to be pro-
tected. This is "the economic well-being of the country", a form of
words which Government lawyers may, if need arises and the
courts are so disposed, turn into a coach and horses to drive
through paragraph 1.

Th¡s is not to deny the reality of the conflict between these two
Articles, nor to deny that the conflict is a reflection of a genuine
tension in society. Press freedom is essential for the disclosure
of corruption or inefficiency in high places - far more competent
than Parliamentary institutions and practices. The last few years
have demonstrated this abundantly. Attempts to curtail press
freedom include the seeking of injunctions to prevent publication.
Such prior restraint or censorship can be effective because of the
judicial power to hold in contempt of court (with the threat of large
fines or imprisonment for breach) of editors, journalists, even
owners. All this is well known, as are the defects in liþel law which
make difficult the deïence of justification.

ln the Spycatcher case, the UK courts upheld the injunction
issued againsl The Guard¡an and The Observer preventing them
from publishing material in Peter Wright's book, both before and
after the book had been published in the USA, and was avail-
able in the United Kingdom. Article 10 of the European
Convention was urged on their Lordships as a principle or policy
they should adopt. Lord Templeman quoted paragraph 2 of Article
10 and said that the continuance of the injunctions appeared to
him to be necessary for all the purposes listed in that paragraph.
So, even if the Convention had at that time been incorporated into
UK domestic laq its provisions would not have prevailed.

When those judgments were reviewed by the European Court
on Human Rights the prior restraint imposed by the Government,
12 months before the publication in the USA, was upheld. This
was a serious setback to press freedom and showed how easily
the limitations imposed by paragraph 2 of Article 10 can be used
to deny the statement of principle in paragraph 1.

Article 8 on privacy is often said to be "balanced" by Article 10
(and vice-versa). The use of that word has a comforting sound but
does not avoid the conflict between the two Articles.

ln terms of press freedom, it is undeniable that some report-
ing is unfairly intrusive on privacy. This is true when public inter-
est in disclosure is minimal or prurient. And there's the rub. For
what I may call prurient you may call healthy curiosity. And it is not
satisfactory to leave the definitions to judges.

Out of this comes the voluntary press code supervised by
the non-statutory Press Complaints Commission. Self- regulation,
if it works to the general satisfaction, is the best kind of resolu-
tion of the conflict between the two Articles, though (once again)
opinions may differ significantly on the level of satisfaction
required or desirable.

Once it was accepted that judicial review would be available
to examine the findings of the PCC in a particular case, the vol-
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untary self-regulation solution seemed to be in danger of disap
pearing altogether. Similar problems arose under the provisions
of the Data Protection Bill. Both Bills gave rise to anxieties
expressed by the media on three counts: whether they would
interfere with freedom of expression; whether they would lead to
much greater use of injunctions and prior restraint; whether the
Human Rights BÌll would encourage the development of a pri-
vacy law by the judiciary.

To seek a solution, Home Office Ministers after discussion
with the chairman of the PCC (Lord Wakeham) came up with a
framework of amendments announced during the second reading
debate on 16 February 1998. Opposition MPs were to be brought
into further consultation.

The components of the framework would be, first, an explicit
provision that no relief or remedy was to be granted under Article
8 unless the respondent was either present or represented, or
the applicant had taken all practicable steps to alert the news-
paper against whom the application was brought. This, it was
expected, would virtually rule out prepublication injunctions being
granted ex parte.

Secondly, an explicit provision that in any case in which a per-

son applied for relief or remedy under Article 8 and the granting
of a remedy would raise issues concerning an Article 10 r¡ght, the
court must have particular regard to freedom of expression.

Thirdly, a requirement for the court - in the case of an applica-
tion involving journalistic, literary or artistic material - also to take
¡nto account the extent of the public interest in the publication in
question, whether the newspaper had acted fairly and responsi-
bly, and whether it had complied with the PCC's code.

By this means the code will be partly tied into statutory law,
and it will be for the courts to interpret all these familiar words
and also to determine compliance, or otherwise, with the Code.
These amendments have been hailed as indicating that Article 10
has triumphed over Article 8. We had better wait until we see
what the courts make of them. The fear was that there might be
a new judic¡al privacy law "by the back door" as judges gave
detailed meaning to Article 8 and developed the rules of confi-
dentiality. But it may be that a new privacy law will be brought in
through the front door as the courts apply the new amendments
to Article 10.

What is clear is that we shall have not one but two Bills of
Rights: the European Convention; and the Convention as
amended by the Human Rights Bill. Both will involve substantial
transference of power from the legislative to the judicial process.
At the same time they will make specific improvements in the law
relating to equal opportunities and discrimination more difficult to
achieve as reformers are told to pursue their causes not in
Parliament but ¡n the courts.
I The fifth edition ol Íhe PoIÍJìcs of the Judiciary by
P¡ofessorGÉffiüts is rcviewed byAùian Belryon page34



cause ofthe lRA."
Challenged to justifo thls, Hogg was evasive: "l state this on

the basis of advice I have received...and I shall not expand on
it further."

Seamus Mallon, deputy leader of the SDLP immediately
protested that "following this statement, people's lives are in
grave danger." Less than four weeks later, Pat Finucane, a

Belfast human rights lawyer, was enjoying Sunday dinner with his
wife and three children. At 7.25pm, a loyalist gunman burst in
and shot Finucane 14 times. He died instantly.

Pat Finucane's death, however, was not destined to pass
barely noticed into the annals of the Northern lreland conflict, as
so many others have done. The issues surrounding his murder
are so controversial that even within the last few months they
have been raised by the United Nations and the US Congress.
The reason is simple: there are continuing suspicions that the
British Establishment colluded in Finucane's assassination.

Even if it had not ended violently, Pat Finucane's life was inter-
woven with the fabric of the Troubles. He was the eldest of a
Catholic family of eight who in 1968 lived in Percy Street, not

far from the loyalist Shankill Road. When rioting broke out the fol-
lowing year, the family were given a choice: move out or be
burned out. They moved. By then Pat was a law student at Trinity
College, Dublin, where he met Geraldine, his future wife.

Back in West Belfast, however, three of Pat's brothers joined
the lRA. One, John, was killed on "active service" in I972:
Dermot and Seamus were subsequently imprisoned for their
activities. Years later, loyalist paramilitaries would claim that
Pat was an intelligence officer in the lRA. They were wrong. Pat
Finucane was never a member of either the IRA or Sinn Fein,
nor did he ever advocate violence.

Finucane fought his battles in the legal world. ln 1979 he
forrned lVladden & Finucane with another solicitor, Peter

lVadden. The firm's speciality was criminal law, and they quickly
earned a reputation as one ofthe most progressive partnerships
around. They fought many cases for clients who were mistreated
or wrongfully imprisoned by the security forces, costing the
British government hundreds of thousands of pounds in com-
pensation.

Finucane was also involved in a number of high profile cases.
ln 1981, he represented Bobby Sands duringthe H-Block hunger
strike, and later acted as a defence lawyer for many of those
accused of paramilitary activity at the controversial "supergrass"
trials.

These cases, and his family connections, may have fixed Pat
Finucane in some minds as a Republican lawyer. ln fact, Madden

I
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) & Finucane made no distinction on the basis of political beliefs
when it came to taking on clients. To some people, however, this
hardly mattered.

As Kevin Toolis puts it in his 1995 book Rebel Hearts: "ln loy-
alist eyes, Patrick Finucane was guilty: guilty of being the brother
of two well-known IRA volunteers...and guilty of beingthe brother
of a dead IRA volunteer; guilty of defending too many IRA volun
teers successfully in the courts; guilty of having too high a prc
file; and guilty of being a smart Fenian."

It was for these supposed 'crimes' that Pat Finucane was
killed on a winter evening in 1989. No-one has ever been
charged with his murder, or for conspiring in that murder. One
person, however, has in effect admitted his involvement. His
name is Brian Nelson. Ominously, during the period when he is
thoughtto have helped murder Pat Finucane he was in the pay of
the British Army.

Even by Northern lreland's standards, Brian Nelson is an
enigmatic figure. Born and brought up on the Shankill Road, he
is reputed to have joined the UDA in 1972. ln t974 he was con-
victed in relation to the kidnapping of a blind Catholic man, and
sentenced to seven years' imprisonment. He was released three
years later.

ln 1987, British lntelligence pursued Nelson to Germany,
where he was working, and he returned to Belfast. He was then
infiltrated into the UDA, where he reached the rank of Chief
lntelligence Officer.

For the next two years, Nelson is said to have told his "han-
dlers" from British lntelligence aþout UDA plans for assassina-
tions, arms shipments and other activities. Whether or not he

sentenced, the BBC's Panorama made a programme about his
activities, which was broadcast in June 1992.

The programme-makers claimed to have seen a journal
Nelson had written while in prison. ln it he said that he had
been asked by the UDA to gather information about Pat Finucane
in preparation for an assassination attempt. Nelson said he
told his army handler about this. He also said that he passed a
photo of Finucane to a UDA man three days prior to the murder.

lf Nelson's testimony as broadcast on Panorama is true, the
security forces knew in advance of the plan to murder Pat
Finucane, but did nothingto prevent it. Perhaps such reluctance
is not surprising. One former client of Finucane's has claimed
that during his interrogation at Belfast's infamous Castlereagh
Holding Centre an RUC man told him: "Fucking Finucane's get-
ting taken out."

One of the groups which investigated the case was the
lnternational Human Rights Working Party of the Law Society of
England and Wales. Their report contained two particularly
damning accusations. They found that: "The Government told
the UN Special Rapporteur that the DPP 'directed that there
should be no prosecution against any officer in connection with
Patrick Finucane's death.' Significantly, the Government did not
deny that there was collusion by the Government or the security
forces in relation to the murder."

The report also stated: "We asked the DPP, his deputy and
John Stevens about the Panorama allegations. lf Panorama was
right, Nelson had admitted conspiracy to murder Patrick Finucane.
How then could there not be sufficient evidence to prosecute him?
They said that they could not comment on individual cases."

told them about his own illegal actions is hotly disputed. ln 1992
the then Defence Secretary Tom King described Nelson as a
"valuaþle agent." His comments formed part of a plea of miti-
gation on his agent's behalf. Brian Nelson had just pleaded guilty
to five counts of conspiracy to murder.

Nelson had been arrested in 1990, as a result of the Stevens
lnquiry into collusion between the security forces and loyalist
paramilitaries. On 15th June 1991 he was charged with 34
offences, including two counts of murder. His trial, six months
later, was bizarre, to say the least.

On the first day it was announced that the charges had been
substantially reduced. The two counts of murder had been
dropped, as had 13 other charges. The official line was that
this decision had been taken "after a rigorous examination of
the interests ofjustice." Many suspected that a deal had been
done to buy Nelson's silence.

Nelson pleaded guilty to all remaining charges, and only one
witness was called. The former agent was sentenced to a com-
pound total of 110 years in prison. The fact that the individual
sentences were to run concurrently, however, meant that Nelson
actually served only six years. He has been released, and now
lives in England.

The full report of the Stevens lnquiry has never been made
public. Neither has the 800-page statement which Brian Nelson
made to the inquiry team. However, six months after Nelson was

The Nelson affair has recently taken another turn. On March
29th ofthis year The Sunday Telegraph published excerpts from
confidential security force documents. The newspaper claimed
that these documents showed Brian Nelson to be involved in 15
murders, 15 attempted murders, and62 conspiraciesto mur-
der.

The allegations made against the security forces were just
as devastating. The documents apparently demonstrated that
military intelligence's intention in having Brian Nelson inform
on UDA activity was not to prevent murder; instead it was to
ensure that "proper targeting of Provisional IRA members [took]
place prior to any shooting."

lf this was lrue, The Sunday Telegraph pointed out, it meant
that the British Government had operated a policy of "assassi-
nation by proxy," assisting loyalists to murder people who the
security forces wanted eliminated.

On 1st April, the UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights,
Para Cumaraswamy, published a report on his findings from a
visit to Northern lreland last October. He called on the British
Government to begin an independent inquiry to investigate the
murder of Patrick Finucane. Within a few hours of the UN report
being issued, the Government refused to hold any such inquiry.
There was, they said, "insufficient new evidence" to justify such
an enterprise.

Geraldine Finucane, Pat's widow, still lives in the comfort-
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able house in North Belfast which she shared with her late hus-
band. She spoke amiably while preparing a packed lunch for
her youngest son, John, now in his final year at school. At eight
years of age he had stood in the same kitchen and watched a
gunman riddle his father with bullets. To even suspect that the
State colluded in such an act must bring unimaginable frustra-
tion and anger.

Geraldine Finucane's determination to find out the truth about
her husband's murder is formidable. She had hoped that the
United Nations report would be a step ¡n the right direction,
and was taken aback by the swiftness with which the
Government dismissed it.

"l was driv¡ng down the road with the radio on, and
Cumaraswamy was being interviewed, saying how he hoped that
the British would give a measured response to the report, and
look at it seriously," she says. "l came back here, and as soon
as I came in John said to me, 'Mum, have you heard the news?
The British have said no.' "

Although she makes no attempt to hide her frustration,
Geraldine Finucane is unlikely to give up easily, "l would get
very despondent, and so would the rest of my family, if it were
just us fighting against the system," she says. "But gradually
people are coming on board - Amnesty, Helsinki Watch and the
UN are all watching it, and they're determined to keep the pres-
sure on. ljust hope it doesn't take as long as Bloody Sunday."

The events leading up to her husband's death are etched on
her mind: "When Douglas Hogg made that speech in the Houses
of Parliament that changed everything," she says. "lt wasn't,
as has been suggested, an accidental 'gaffe.' Hejust stood up
and said it. lt was so shocking to realise that this was govern-
ment level. You couldn't even begin to think about what that
might mean."

She does not have much patience with the Government's

argument that these events have already been investigated fully
by the Stevens lnquiry. Raising her voice for the only time dur-
ing the interview she says: "Stevens never spoke to me. The
police have never spoken to me. After the murder, I made a
statement through my solicitor about what I had witnessed.
That's it. That's the only contact I have had with the police since
Pat's murder. They never asked to speak to me, nor did John
Stevens. And then they say that there has been a full inquiry?

"l have always said I wanted an independent judicial inquiry,
because I felt that was the only way I felt that I was going to
find anything out. The British Government now say they won't
have an inquiry because it has been fully investigated. Well, fine.
lf it has been fully investigated, then publish Stevens. They have
never done it."

It's an issue which raises questions which go to the heart of
British policy in Northern lreland. At Brian Nelson's 'trial' his
army handler, "Colonel J" testified that, "there is absolutely no
doubt in my mind that Brian Nelson was not loyal to the UDA, but
loyal to the army."

Brian Nelson's own journal suglgests he conspired to murder
Pat Finucane. Loyalist sources say that Nelson pointed out
Finucane's house to his assassins. lf Brian Nelson assisted in
the chain of events which led to Pat Finucane lying dead on his
kitchen floor with 14 bullets in his body, was Nelson being
"loyal" to his British Army superiors in doing so?

The final words, for now, go to Geraldine Finucane: "People
like Brian Nelson and whoever came in here and pulled the trig-
ger...OK, they did wrong and they should be punished. But it is
really the people behind the likes of Nelson who should be taken
to task. Those people are probably sitting behind desks now,
and they will never surface. And it was them who played God.
They decided that my husband should die."
This article firct appearcd in llot Pfess rnagazine, Dr¡blin.
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The beginning of the accession process to the EU and the
scheduled arrival of the Russian missiles S3û0 this July to the
Republìc, and Turkey's threat to bomb the site where these witl
be located create a very tense atmosphere in Cyprus. Even the
western powers and the UN have been responsive to the explo-
sive situation, and a new initiative ìs yet agaìn unfolding.

The fact that the division continued unresolved after all these
years left many people desperate and turned them to national-
ism. A more powerful wave of nationalist and chauvinist fervour
which is sweeping across Cyprus, in both the occupied north and
the part controlled by the Republic in the south. The Cypriot
Left and the peace movernent had warned against the new mili-
tarism and war mongering; racist propaganda in the nredia and
education; the military build. These factors are a recipe for dis-
aster as this is likely to erupt in some violent form.

The situation reached a climax with the rnissile crisis,
whereby a full-blown mitìtary confrontation could not be ruled out.
It is these dangers that have sharpened the interest of the big
powers to act swiftly. The problem, however, is that apart from
the fact that this sort of policy is playing 'Russian Routette' with

ìnternational problern (fûreign interventlon, invasion and occu-
pation) and one that relates to the relations between the two
communities. These two aspects together impose the kind of
struggle to be undertaker. Mass popular mobilisatìons and corl
mon initiatives through trade unions, organisations and other
peace groups afe the rnarn means for putting pressure for a solu-
tion. So far, all such initiatives show the deeprooted desire for
peace between the communities. However, nationalìst-chauvin-
ists are agitating and these protests bring about the opposite
result.

Mass action does not mean ignoring diptomatic attempts for
a breakthrough, but supporting the UN-sponsored negotiat¡ons
that could lead to a settlement. This settlement involves the find
ing of a federal Cyprus, as it is, at least at this stage, the only
vial¡le solution that genlrinely guarantees the communal and indì-
vìdual rights of Citizens. But 'federation' should not be a canr-
ouflaged partition, or lead to urìlon with any other state.
American plans to divide Cyprus have been historically sup
ported by the British. The different types of partitionist devices,
subordìnate the Cypriot people, who are endowed with their own

hopes that 'Europeanisation' is the solution to the prob-
lem. Cypriot European policy makers view accession as a cata-
lyst to a solution. Matters ahead of us however are qulte differ-
ent.

On the one hand it is ìmportant to disentangle the accession
process from the efforts to find a solution, so that Cyprus is
not hostage to Turkey by its holdirrg a virtLral veto on Cyprus's
accession prospects. Stitl, the attitL¡des of son'ìe menrber
states, such as France and ltaly, which view the existence of
the Cyprus problem as a barrìerto entry, cannot be ignored, as
they are likely to resL¡rface soon.

Turkey retaliated after the Luxembourg Suinnrit, which
included Cyprus amongst the 11 aspirart colrnties in the forth-
coming enlargement but excluded Turkey, due to its human rights
record and the Cyprus problern. lt warned ttre EU to "evaluate its
future steps very carefully", threatened war in Cyprus ancl began
tlre process of annexing the occupied territories. The Turkish
Cypriot leadership is refLrsing to participate in the negotiations.

small cou'ntfìes. Secondly, despite beinS subordi-
nated to real politic and might, [rì the UN there exist a

body of prínciples and norms and rights that needs to be
referred to: lnternational law, Human Rights and treaties afe

much more easily and authoritatively invoked in UN frameworks
than in the NATO dominated forums. Thìrdly, experience in
Cyprus has shown thât the UN can be a positive force in applying
pressure, if properly supported by atl the forces. The UN
Resolutlons are quite clear as to the solution of the Cyprus prob-
lem.

A recent meeting in lstanbul by the Left wing parties in Cyprus
(AKEL, Turkish Republican Party, New Cyprus Party), the Turkish
Freedom and Sotidarity Party, the Communist Party of Greece
and the Coalition of the Left (from Greece) can only give hope
for the future. They pledged to work together to realise the re-uni-
fication in Cyprus and peace in the region,

ln Britain, the Labour Party has pledged to work for a solu-
tion in its man¡festo, ¡n the Quèen's Speech and repeatedly
since. Yet it has retained Slr David Hannay as lhe British envoy
and former Tory Foreign Secretary Malcolm Riftind's ideas, with
theìr notabte absence of any reference to a single sovereignty,
are still on the table.

The Labour party appears more cotïmitted to a solution than
the Tories were. But they are not going to radically transform
Brltìsh foreign policy Blair is as pro-Amer¡can and pro-NATO as
any other Tory or ex-Labour leader (with the exception of Foot).
Blair will not go aga¡nst NATO or US ¡nterests over Cypi'us but will
play a more 'constructive' role in the EU.

The Left in Britajn must apply pressure on the Labour admin-
istration to carry through their pledges. Labour may be more sen-
sìtive to pressure for Cyprus due to the large number of Cypriots
and due to interests in Cyprus. The positÍon of the Cypriot Left
must be supported. This involves insisting on a transparent and
open process in searching for a sotution, rather than secretive
talks and rallying behind or tailing the Americans. lt involves a
return to the UN process to build a fully demilitarised, sover
eign, unìted but fecleral Cyprus for all its people irrespective of
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Elective affi nities
the 'fares fare' policy of the Greater
London Council in the 1980's Griffith
exposes the convolutions of the judicial
brain most acutely. Nothing more clearly
demonstrates the impact of conservative
reasoning than his analysis of the speeches
given by the Law Lords in the judgment in
Bromley u GLC [1983] 1 AC768.Here,
as elsewhere in the book, he isolates with
precision the torrured logic of a reasoning
bent out of all known shape to produce a
panicular result. The speech of Lord
Scarman in utilising the judge-made
concept of a fiduciary obligation owed by
the GLC to its rate payers is singled out
for special criticism. Griffith notes this
"was gross interference by the judiciary in
the exercise of political responsibility of an
elected local authority," As a consequence
of the welter of examples he provides, this
book is a rich source of material for
anyone seeking to understand how law
and social power interact. It raises as

many questions as it answers and in doing
so provides a good grounding in thinking
critically about the legal system.

There are two minor criticisms worth
making. Throughout the book Griffith
mingles examples which show evidence of
class bias with those that show evidence
of sympathy (occasionally antagonism) to
the government of the day. A chapter
which highlights the differences as well as

points of congruence between the two
types of examples would strengthen the
political analysis. Secondl¡ it would be
enlightening to have a chapter which
considered the interaction between the
Court of Appeal and the House of Lords.
If they produce differing judgments on a
controversial matter, does the lower
court's judgment function to help
neutralise dissent against a more
conservative final judgment of the higher
court by holding out the prospect of
change in years to come? The
introduction of the Human Rights Act
will produce a great deal of case law
concerned with the exercise of judicial
discretion in interpreting rights. The
judiciary will be giving effect to rights
which they have mostly previously
ignored in applying the common law
before the incorporation of the European
Convention On Human Rights by this
Act. This book allows us to trace the
impact of the politics of the judiciary
before the result of these changes has been
felt. Anyone who seeks to follow what
happens next should read Professor
Griffith's book about what has happened
in the past. The case for transforming the
social base of the judiciary has been
clearly made and in a compelling fashion.
f Adrian Berry
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administrative decision making through
the Human Rights Act. Furthermore, this
Act will arm them with forensic tools with
which to examine the body of legislation
for evidence of statutory abuse of rights,
Elsewhere, the Privy Council will be
empowered to adjudicate in disputes over
the respective competencies of the new
Scottish Parliament and'W'estminster.
Changes such as these have led to
criticisms that the judiciary will become
politicised and will inmude into matters of
policy traditionally reserved for the
legislature and the government. The highly
political process of appointments to the
United States Supreme Court bench is
cited as the sorry destination to be found
when travelling down this mistaken road
in search of greater rights. Professor
Griffith's thesis tears through the notion
that our judiciary are currently neutral in a

book that reminds us that the judiciary
have always been politicised, if not overtly
political, and that entertaining concepts of
judicial neutrality is impossible after
scrutiny of the evidence.

The great value of this book is that it
brings together evidence of trends in
judicial thinking by examining the case
law in various fields. From both the
judgments and the reasons given for them
Griffith is able to demonstrate how judges

are players rather than referees in the
contest of social and political conflict. In
addition, he examines the social origins of
the judiciary and considers how
institutional pressures, such as the need to
conform in order to succeed, help to
condition a set of cultural values which are
then used as the basis for evaluating the
strengths and weaknesses of parties in
court. However, the core theory in this
book is that it is impossible for judges to
be neutral because they are forced to make
political choices such as where the public
interest lies in a dispute. Griffith asserts

that by virtue of their background and
their role in upholding authority
are conservative in so far as they

judges

seek to

and wealth in society. As a result private
properry is accorded every respect while
trade unions are instinctively disliked.
Similarl¡ minorþ opinion and social
groups are viewed with suspicion by
judges who attempt to preserve ân
approved view of moral and social
behaviour.

In his survey of case law Griffith covers
the fields of industrial relations, judicial
review of local authorities and ministers,
personal rights and the state, and issues of
confidentiality and censorship. Perhaps
inevitably with so much data to examine
there is not always sufficient space to
examine each controversial case in the
depth necessary to isolate the specific
impact of the judges. In so far as the
politics of the judiciary may define the
outcome of a case, so also might the way
in which advocates are permitted to plead
a case, and the values they use to do so,
similarly constrain the potential for social
justice. Equally, the tactical use ofthe
elaborate procedural mechanisms of the
courts can also affect the outcome of a
case. Excessive procedural rules favour the
stronger, more financially able client and
âre a conservative force in themselves,
Griffith, in focusing on the political nature
of judicial decision making, marshals case
law that is equally probative in damning
other parts of the legal system.

Ir his discussion of the litigation over
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